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Answers – Book 5
Weeks 1–8

Week 1
Practice
1. abstract
2. collective
3. proper
4. common

Day 1
1. frog, horns, mouth
2. Borneo, Malaysia
3. ready
4. Yes
5. unemployed, 

unnatural
6. wouldn’t
7. brake
8. taxes
9. Young tadpoles swim 

around and feed on 
algae.

10. Adult frogs eat 
insects, worms, 
snails and spiders.

11. frog’s
12. 4
13. and
14. loud, croaking
15. a

Day 2
1. cluster
2. 4
3. material
4. increase
5. incorrect, 

inconvenient
6. they are
7. meat
8. sheep
9. The oceans make 

Earth look blue.
10. Earth’s atmosphere 

is composed of 
nitrogen, oxygen, 
argon and small 
amounts of other 
gases.

11. Earth’s
12. Carl Sagan, Mars
13. but
14. Wise, distant
15. No

Day 3
1. dinosaurs, land, 

water
2. Tyrannosaurus, North 

America
3. between
4. attach
5. disobey, dishonest
6. doesn’t
7. heel
8. shelves

9. Is a palaeontologist 
a scientist who 
studies fossils?

10. Fossils can be made 
from teeth, claws or 
bone.

11. dinosaur’s
12. 6
13. so
14. imaginative
15. ago. Many

Day 4
1. fleet
2. 4
3. forty
4. unite
5. misbehave, mislead
6. do not
7. here
8. potatoes
9. The traffic on Main 

Street has greatly 
increased.

10. Vehicles include 
cars, lorries, 
motorcycles and 
vans.

11. driver’s
12. 3
13. No
14. deep, severe
15. concerned

Day 5
1. plane, runway, seats
2. December, Italy, 

France
3. February
4. pleasant
5. illegal, illegible
6. was not
7. cellar
8. No
9. The flight from 

Dublin to Boston 
takes eight hours.

10. I ate my meal, 
watched an exciting 
film and listened to 
pop songs.

11. Mum’s
12. fear
13. and
14. bumpy
15. back. Some

Week 2
Practice
1. energetic, shady
2. cuter, cutest

Day 1
1. famous, secret, 

dangerous
2. most memorable

3. learn
4. contented
5. forgetting
6. I’ll
7. peace
8. spies
9. Did your cousin 

emigrate to Mexico 
or Canada?

10. ‘Dad do you know 
about our family 
history?’ I asked.

11. ancestor’s
12. herd
13. 3
14. a
15. What

Day 2
1. skilful, miniature
2. hardest
3. fruit
4. immense
5. beginner
6. how’s
7. pale
8. church
9. The art of growing 

bonsai trees 
originated in Japan.

10. ‘Is a bonsai tree 
naturally very small?’ 
I asked.

11. tree’s
12. bonsai, container, 

sunlight, day
13. China, Japan, Korea
14. be
15. How

Day 3
1. newborn, ginger, 

thick
2. largest
3. Although
4. long
5. occurred
6. how’s
7. threw
8. No
9. Species of elephant 

include the African 
and Indian.

10. ‘That elephant 
weighs 5000 kg!’ she 
exclaimed.

11. elephant’s
12. parades
13. 2
14. species
15. calf. This

Day 4
1. Home-made, 

delicious, healthy
2. more delicious

3. Chocolate
4. No
5. traveller
6. you’d
7. hour
8. copy
9. Are cereal, fruit and 

yoghurt healthy 
breakfast choices?

10. ‘What did you spread 
on your toast?’ my 
sister asked.

11. night’s
12. happiness
13. 4
14. Mum
15. What

Day 5
1. delightful, chirping, 

nearby
2. smellier
3. easy
4. cease
5. preferring
6. who’ll
7. course
8. person
9. We arrived at 

Lakeside Caravan 
Park last Sunday.

10. ‘Let’s go canoeing on 
the lake!’ yelled my 
brother.

11. brother’s
12. fleet
13. Billy, Lakeview Bridge
14. not

15. dinner. We

Week 3
Practice
1. has, is
2. was helping, helped

Day 1
1. baked, made
2. present
3. school
4. awkward
5. reappear, redesign
6. can’t
7. quite
8. circus
9. Our online grocery 

order arrives on 
Saturdays.

10. The order included 
eggs, milk, cereal, 
meat and fruit.

11. Mum’s
12. whisk, eggs, pavlova
13. silver

14. ate
15. meal. Later

Day 2
1. is walking
2. scored
3. library
4. Yes
5. preparation
6. did not
7. loose
8. knives
9. Is the basketball final 

on Friday 5 July?
10. Yes
11. team’s
12. climbed, sat
13. were playing
14. loudest, most 

enthusiastic
15. pounced

Day 3
1. Make, turn
2. present
3. beginning
4. Yes
5. under
6. I’d
7. pail
8. story
9. One per cent of 

water on Earth is 
useable fresh water.

10. We need water for 
washing, cooking 
and agriculture.

11. Earth’s
12. Gardens, rain
13. Fresh, precious, 

scarce
14. have
15. survive. We

Day 4
1. will stay
2. fed
3. always
4. rough
5. angrily
6. has not
7. could have
8. scissors
9. Do all skunks have 

black and white 
markings?

10. Skunks eat insects, 
fruit, worms, eggs, 
mice and frogs.

11. skunk’s
12. is, attacks
13. will release, is feeling
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Answers – Book 5
14. bossiest
15. wisely

Day 5
1. saw, sink
2. past
3. science
4. rude
5. gently
6. could not
7. brought
8. splashes
9. The planet Mercury 

is the closest to the 
sun.

10. Mercury, Venus, 
Earth and Mars are 
the closest planets to 
the sun.

11. sun’s, planet’s
12. Astronomers, comets, 

galaxy
13. eager, bright, dark
14. travelled
15. flew

Week 4
Practice
1. (a) friendly
 (b) lazily
2. frequently, happily, 

briefly, eventually

Day 1
1. angrily
2. 2 (briefly, quickly)
3. guitar
4. before
5. above
6. I’d
7. could have
8. behave
9. hoof
10. Is the name of the 

lead singer Jack 
Elton?

11. fan’s, venue’s
12. 2 (agreed, was)
13. had practised
14. past
15. froze

Day 2
1. gently
2. seriously, nervously
3. danger
4. cease
5. against
6. who will
7. quiet
8. grace
9. scarves
10. The soldier’s name 

was Lieutenant 
Jacobsen.

11. soldier’s

12. 3 (removed, cleaned, 
stitched)

13. had shattered
14. past
15. gave

Day 3
1. happily
2. 2 (patiently, 

suddenly)
3. extinct
4. No
5. sensation
6. it’s
7. lose
8. certain
9. elf
10. Do polar bears only 

live in the Arctic?
11. bear’s
12. 2 (come, pounces)
13. are rising
14. present
15. beginning

Day 4
1. playfully
2. ruthlessly
3. Wednesday
4. believe
5. basically
6. were not
7. through
8. bump
9. calves
10. Do you know if Mrs 

Cadarver still works 
at the school?

11. child’s, Nolan’s
12. 3 (made, do, took)
13. had been talking
14. present
15. forgotten

Day 5
1. awkwardly
2. 2 (Finally, hastily)
3. catalogue
4. No
5. international, 

interaction
6. it’s
7. bought
8. instant
9. leaf
10. We ordered a jacket 

for Dad’s birthday in 
September.

11. Mum’s
12. 2 (bought, installed)
13. will work
14. past
15. hidden

Week 5
Practice
1. subject: the shiny 

rocket; predicate: 
propelled rapidly into 
the sky

2. (a) ! exclamation
 (b) . command
 (c) ? question
 (d) . statement

Day 1
1. subject: the 

racers; predicate: 
approached the 
finish line

2. . statement
3. popular
4. before
5. they’d
6. flight
7. desert
8. try
9. The Dakar Rally has 

been held in South 
America from 2009 
to 2019.

10. have died
11. 6 (vehicles, race, 

cars, trucks, 
motorbikes, sand)

12. similar
13. 2 (blinding, terrifying)
14. Yes
15. but

Day 2
1. subject: Mum; 

predicate: cooked us 
a healthy vegetarian 
meal for dinner.

2. . statement
3. heart
4. argument
5. might not
6. sprout
7. breathe
8. thieves
9. Your heart is slightly 

bigger than your fist.
10. Our heart is pear-

shaped, has four 
chambers and has 
valves that open and 
close.

11. 4 (circulatory system, 
heart, arteries, veins)

12. verb
13. 4 (hard, bony, soft, 

internal)
14. carefully
15. Yes

Day 3
1. subject: The ancient 

city of Pompeii; 
predicate: was 
destroyed by a 
volcanic eruption.

2. . statement
3. definitely
4. precaution, 

prehistoric
5. they’ll
6. compass
7. breath
8. pyjamas
9. Volcanic ash, mud 

and rocks covered 
the cities of Pompeii 
and Herculaneum.

10. eruption
11. 4 (people, ash, 

oxygen, air)
12. No
13. 4 (dense, choking, 

molten, volcanic)
14. safely, immediately
15. and

Day 4
1. subject: Guide 

dogs; predicate: are 
trained to support 
people who are 
blind or have limited 
vision.

2. ? question
3. ninety
4. painless
5. have not
6. strength
7. already
8. No
9. Do you know how a 

dog is chosen and 
trained to be a guide 
dog?

10. Qualities needed 
include intelligence, 
a good memory, 
obedience and 
calmness.

11. 4 (guide dog, kerbs, 
road, objects)

12. litter
13. most common
14. happily, tirelessly
15. so

Day 5
1. subject: The talented 

athletes; predicate: 
stood proudly for the 
national anthem.

2. . command
3. competition
4. small
5. who’s
6. common

7. breath
8. watches
9. The first modern 

Olympic Games was 
held in Greece in 
1896.

10. is ignited
11. Olympic Games, 

London, England.
12. 2 (crowd, team)
13. higher
14. easily
15. Despite, and

Week 6
Practice
1. I, We, ourselves
2. herself, Gemma

Day 1
1. me, him
2. himself, Jack
3. invitation
4. mouthful
5. we’d
6. wreck
7. dessert
8. series
9. Does your party 

begin at 7 o’clock 
or 8 o’clock on 
Saturday?

10. party’s
11. bouquet, punnets
12. exactly
13. and
14. best, silky, square
15. statement

Day 2
1. We, I, them
2. themselves, Inventors
3. Television
4. self
5. it will
6. reflect
7. already
8. men
9. Alexander Graham 

Bell invented the 
telephone in 1876.

10. Biro’s
11. talent, imagination
12. cleverly
13. but
14. most important
15. . command

Day 3
1. she, herself
2. it, Ireland’s coastline
3. journey
4. hopeless
5. who’s
6. distribute
7. wondered
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8. tomato
9. Is the capital city of 

Ireland, Dublin or 
Cork?

10. Ireland’s
11. Ireland, Emerald Isle, 

landscape
12. miniature, old, green, 

green
13. their
14. No
15. ? question

Day 4
1. they
2. themselves, dolphins
3. ability
4. great
5. they will
6. No
7. wandered
8. roofs
9. There is a dolphin 

that lives in the 
Yangtze River in 
China.

10. dolphin’s
11. 3 (crowd, pod, shoal)
12. amazing, 

complicated, 
entertaining

13. never
14. Yes
15. statement

Day 5
1. he, it
2. itself, cavity
3. mystery
4. poisonous
5. we’d
6. dispose
7. a
8. wife
9. I have a dental 

appointment to visit 
Dr Buckland on 
Monday.

10. tooth’s
11. dentist, molars, 

incisors, gums
12. frequently
13. No
14. No
15. question

Week 7
Practice
1. through, under
2. (a) Yes
 (b) No

Day 1
1. down
2. Yes
3. excitement

4. disagree, disappear
5. road
6. blend
7. flash 2, flask 3, 

flare 1
8. A cheese-rolling 

competition is 
held every May in 
Gloucestershire in 
England.

9. the official
10. ‘I certainly am!’ he 

exclaimed.
11. run, try, catch
12. past
13. have tumbled
14. usually
15. given

Day 2
1. in
2. No
3. discover
4. humorous, 

glamorous
5. he’ll
6. No
7. opponent 1, opposite 

3, opportunity 2
8. Pet cats can be 

fluffy, cute and 
friendly.

9. my neighbour
10. I replied, ‘We have a 

dog, not a cat’.
 OR
 I replied, ‘We have a 

dog not a cat.’
11. climb, get
12. helpless, awful
13. are killed
14. securely
15. found

Day 3
1. of, around
2. Yes
3. escape
4. misplace, misspell
5. flower
6. active
7. antibiotic 1, 

antiseptic 3, 
anticipate 2

8. The Venus flytrap is a 
plant that eats bugs, 
flies, ants and other 
insects.

9. the girl
10. ‘It has hinged leaves 

that close like a 
trap,’ her teacher 
explained.

 OR
 ‘It has hinged leaves 

that close like a 

trap’, her teacher 
explained.

11. attracts
12. How
13. will close
14. Yes
15. eaten

Day 4
1. on, before
2. Yes
3. antidote
4. hesitation, injection
5. rowed
6. unusual
7. pierce 3, piece 1, 

pier 2
8. Mrs Johnson was 

admitted to the King 
Alfred Hospital on 
Tuesday.

9. Patrick
10. Mr Patel explained, 

‘She had acute 
appendicitis’.

 OR
 Mr Patel explained, 

‘She had acute 
appendicitis.’

11. stayed, recovered
12. Yes
13. will be taught
14. slowly
15. writing

Day 5
1. on
2. No
3. length
4. impatient, impossible
5. mist
6. buy
7. disturb 3, distribute 2, 

distinct 1
8. Are Earth’s seasons 

the same on both 
sides of the world?

9. Lucy
10. ‘April, June, 

September and 
November,’ replied 
Bella. 
OR 
‘April, June, 
September and 
November’, replied 
Bella.

11. said, has
12. anxiety
13. had been raining, 

were glad
14. Yes
15. blew

Week 8
Day 1
1. variety
2. expression, 

permission
3. heel, heal
4. Yes
5. straight 1, strange 2, 

strength 3
6. Have you watched 

Manchester United 
play football at their 
home-ground of Old 
Trafford?

7. Tony
8. ‘Would you like to 

come with me on 
Saturday?’ Uncle 
Patrick asked.

9. present
10. were warming up
11. spoke
12. energetically, loudly
13. they, the home team
14. along, into
15. Where

Day 2
1. oxygen
2. prepaid
3. rode, road
4. No
5. decided 2, deceived 

1, decimal 3
6. Some people 

dream of climbing 
Mount Everest in 
the Himalayan 
Mountains.

7. Andre
8. The mountaineer 

replied, ‘Edmund 
Hillary and Tenzing 
Norgay. It was in 
1953’.

 OR
 ‘Edmund Hillary and 

Tenzing Norgay. It 
was in 1953.’

9. future
10. had travelled
11. No
12. solidly, firmly
13. they, themselves
14. during
15. Why

Day 3
1. neighbour
2. famous, dangerous
3. flour
4. nervous
5. commend 2, 

command 1, 
comment 3

6. You should have 
your ingredients, 
equipment and 
measuring spoons 
ready before you 
start cooking.

7. Mum
8. ‘An old favourite— 

spaghetti 
bolognaise!’ my 
brother answered.

9. present
10. not
11. Harry
12. quickly, carefully
13. they, meatballs
14. No
15. How

Day 4
1. enormous
2. uncooked
3. to, too
4. Yes
5. relevant 2, relieve 3, 

relation 1
6. Parts of a flowering 

plant include the 
seed, stem, root, 
flower and leaves.

7. the lady
8. The gardener replied, 

‘It’s called an Irish 
yew.’

 OR
 The gardener replied, 

‘It’s called an Irish 
yew’.

9. found
10. a
11. Plants, seeds
12. carefully, eventually
13. I, myself
14. beneath, beside
15. band

Day 5
1. leisure
2. completion, location
3. missed
4. reduce
5. earring 2, earliest 1, 

earth 3
6. Our competition will 

be on the first Friday 
in August.

7. Claire
8. ‘That’s fantastic! I’m 

sure you’ll do really 
well!’ I replied.

9. won
10. was competing, had 

been waiting
11. No
12. patiently, nervously
13. she, Claire
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14. around, towards
15. China

Review
1. minutes
2. unemployed, 

unnatural
3. piece
4. No
5. Earth, Mars, Venus, 

Jupiter, Saturn, 
Neptune

6. Yes
7. gigantic, powerful, 

dangerous
8. bigger
9. inside
10. it, itself
11. is
12. present
13. is comprised
14. effectively
15. ? question

Weeks 1–8 Review
Day 1 Review
1. deceive
2. bow
3. salmon
4. who’s
5. busy
6. petition
7. verbs, adjectives, 

adorable, avoidable
8. the skin of his teeth
9. jockeys’ horses
10. ‘How does it feel to 

win the big race?’ the 
reporter asked the 
winning jockey.

11. It was thrilling said 
the jockey.

12. pride
13. year, jockey, Royal 

Ascot, horse
14. He won’t race again 

next week.
15. Yes

Day 2 Review
1. polite
2. hole
3. hippopotami
4. than
5. as soft as butter
6. I had, I would
7. interview, 

international
8. The disgusted 

children didn’t 
want to eat boiled 
cabbage at 
lunchtime.

9. Yes
10. at
11. advise

12. was
13. The cook found a 

new recipe.
14. grateful, horrible
15. I, himself

Day 3 Review
1. foreign
2. fought
3. breath
4. Whose
5. sly
6. overbearing
7. adjectives, adverbs, 

dramatically, 
frantically

8. once in a blue moon
9. women’s rings
10. ‘How much does this 

sparkling diamond 
ring cost?’ asked the 
wealthy lady.

11. she had
12. isn’t
13. so
14. You shouldn’t be 

rude to paying 
customers.

15. out, across

Day 4 Review
1. individuals
2. calm
3. Who is
4. disagree, undecided
5. verbs, adjectives, 

avoidable, curable, 
enjoyable

6. cacti
7. full of beans
8. Wolves can be 

found across North 
America, northern 
Europe and northern 
Asia.

9. don’t
10. Arctic
11. male
12. alpha-female
13. those
14. could not, couldn’t
15. The wolf didn’t catch 

the rabbit.

Weeks 1–8 
Assessment
1. Common nouns: 

cup, school; Proper 
nouns: February, Mr 
Maclean; Collective 
nouns: family, class; 
Abstract nouns: 
courage, love 
*Note: ‘school’ is also 
a collective noun.

2. 4 (projects, Egypt, 

class, break)
3. goofy, craziest, 

colourful, bright
4. (a) happier, happiest
 (b)  more intelligent, 

most intelligent
5. swooped, grabbed
6. (a) will take, took
 (b)  has cooked, 

cooks
 (c)  was cleaning, 

will clean
7. (a) past
 (b) future
 (c) present
8. (a) loudly
 (b) sweetly
9. briefly, usually, 

tirelessly
10. (a)  Martha and I will 

visit our cousins 
next week.

 (b)  The white ghost 
drifted through 
the silent house.

11. (a) ! exclamation
 (b) ? question
 (c) . command
 (d) . statement
12. We, them, ourselves
13. it, yacht
14. around, for, into
15. (a) with
 (b) under

Weeks 9–16
Week 9
Practice
1. so
2. quickly, but
3. I finished the maths 

homework first, but 
I didn’t have time 
to finish the English 
activity.

Day 1
1. or
2. The Atacama Desert 

is smaller than the 
Sahara Desert, yet it 
is drier.

3. desserts
4. Yes
5. dictionaries
6. medal
7. would have
8. forecast
9. The Sahara Desert in 

Africa is the largest 
hot desert on Earth.

10. No
11. desert’s
12. Antarctica, South 

Pole

13. themselves, tourists
14. ferociously
15. in

Day 2
1. Yes
2. Most corals grow in 

warm, shallow waters, 
but there are some 
corals that grow in 
cold, deep waters.

3. peculiar
4. guilty
5. trousers
6. scene
7. how’d
8. No
9. Freshwater wetlands 

are home to trout, 
salmon and catfish 
as well as birds, 
mammals and 
insects.

10. Yes
11. pelican’s
12. 6 (Wetlands, 

marshes, swamps, 
bogs, animals, 
plants)

13. it, salmon
14. enviously
15. in, down

Day 3
1. so
2. Will my clothes be 

reused, or will they 
be thrown away?

3. forgotten
4. least
5. teeth
6. past
7. had not
8. contribute
9. Does the recycling 

truck come once 
a fortnight on a 
Monday?

10. No
11. bin’s, wouldn’t
12. 5 (Items, aluminium, 

steel, plastic, paper)
13. them, old, discarded 

materials
14. unwanted, good, 

charity
15. beside

Day 4
1. No
2. The eagle continued 

its search for food, 
yet it had no success.

3. country
4. discard
5. goggles

6. whose
7. why’s
8. screeched
9. The African bush 

elephant is the 
largest land mammal 
on Earth.

10. Yes
11. cheetah’s
12. pride, pack
13. nervously
14. black, white, long, dry
15. behind, under

Day 5
1. but
2. Sometimes we feel 

lazy, so we order 
pizza from the local 
delivery service.

3. beautiful
4. irritate
5. burglars
6. blue
7. could not
8. No
9. Do you like ham, 

grated cheese, 
pineapple, chopped 
onion and olives on 
your pizza?

10. Yes
11. pizzas’, weren’t
12. happiness
13. quickly
14. hot, gooey
15. in

Week 10
Practice
1.  (a) stick
 (b) glare
 (c) respect
2.  explosion, 

unexploded

Day 1
1. success
2. impossible, 

possibility
3. continent
4. boring
5. species
6. Who’s
7. aren’t
8. screeched
9. Is Antarctica 

surrounded by the 
Southern Ocean or 
the Indian Ocean?

10. No
11. world’s, it’s
12. Yes
13. coldest, windiest, 

driest
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14. The research team 

decided to continue 
in the freezing 
conditions, but they 
longed for their warm 
tents.

15. . statement

Day 2
1. comfort
2. honesty, dishonest
3. favourite
4. pleasure
5. quizzes
6. knead
7. except
8. No
9. Dad puts his golf 

clubs, golf bag and 
golf shoes in his 
car every Saturday 
morning.

10. No
11. Dad’s, aren’t, David’s
12. immediately
13. greatest
14. and
15. . statement

Day 3
1. decide
2. interesting, 

uninteresting
3. imagine
4. separate
5. library
6. past
7. must not
8. prosperous
9. Road workers 

installed a 
roundabout at 
the busy junction 
during the month of 
September.

10. Yes
11. weren’t
12. dangerous, narrow
13. safer
14. The roundabout 

was installed, and 
fewer accidents 
have occurred at the 
junction.

15. command

Day 4
1. occupy
2. populated, 

repopulate
3. Certain
4. ridiculous
5. binoculars
6. need
7. accept
8. accomplice

9. The zookeeper 
explained that 
many animals use 
camouflage.

10. No
11. chameleon’s
12. skilfully
13. beautiful, white, 

snowy
14. yet
15. ! exclamation

Day 5
1. possible
2. endanger, dangerous
3. straight
4. reluctant
5. robbery
6. passed
7. how’d
8. procession
9. The cities of Beijing 

in China and New 
Delhi in India are two 
of the most polluted 
in the world.

10. Yes
11. people’s
12. seriously, menacingly
13. greater
14. The pollution must 

be addressed, or the 
problems associated 
with the pollution will 
increase.

15. . statement

Week 11
Practice
1.  During the holidays, 

our family went on 
holidays to Europe.

2.  We returned home 
from our holiday on 
Friday, 4 June.

3.  My favourite place 
that we visited was 
Venice, Italy.

Day 1
1. One of the most 

populated cities in 
the world is Delhi, 
India.

2. In 2010, the 
Commonwealth 
Games were hosted 
by Delhi.

3. population
4. irrational, irresistable
5. bounce
6. Yes
7. guessed
8. No
9. in, on, in
10. found

11. is believed to be, was 
built

12. future
13. slowly
14. Ganges
15. pronoun

Day 2
1. On Friday evening, 

our family went to an 
Indian restaurant for 
dinner.

2. We had booked our 
table for Friday, 10 
September at five 
o’clock.

3. delicious
4. marvellous, envious
5. breath
6. exceptional
7. break
8. Yes
9. over, for, about
10. chose, chosen
11. was eating, had 

brought
12. past
13. usually, immensely
14. worry
15. pronoun

Day 3
1. Next Wednesday, I 

will be celebrating 
my eleventh birthday.

2. I was born on 
Thursday, 19 May 
2009 in Ireland.

3. horizontal
4. untangle, unselfish
5. describe
6. trust
7. steel
8. No
9. but
10. heard
11. are learning, will 

need
12. present
13. adverb
14. adjectives
15. they

Day 4
1. While you were 

sleeping, I made 
your breakfast.

2. After you have made 
your bed, come and 
eat your breakfast.

3. sensible
4. solvable, valuable
5. rely
6. fraction
7. It’s
8. No

9. yet
10. slept
11. have been 

wondering
12. present
13. adverbs
14. preposition
15. himself

Day 5
1. When a female turtle 

has laid her eggs, 
she doesn’t look after 
them.

2. Many sea turtle 
nests can be found 
on the secluded, 
sandy beaches 
in Queensland, 
Australia.

3. extraordinary
4. refill, reheat
5. regular
6. thoughtful
7. through
8. Yes
9. in, on, in
10. swam
11. lay, bury, hatch
12. future
13. adverb
14. sea turtle, flippers, 

ocean
15. themselves

Week 12
Practice
1. (a)  My sister 

complained, ‘I 
want a cupcake 
too!’

 (b)  ‘There is plenty 
for everyone’, 
Mum reassured 
her.

2. reported

Day 1
1. ‘Hello Mrs Magginis,’ 

I said, stepping under 
the ladder to greet 
her.

2. direct
3. occasionally
4. flexible, reversible
5. No
6. coarse
7. scale
8. Last Saturday, a 

superstitious old lady 
named Mrs Magginis 
moved in next door.

9. black, good
10. gave
11. said, follows, step
12. past

13. nouns
14. it
15. house. They

Day 2
1. Dad said, ‘Make sure 

you wear sunscreen 
or you will get 
sunburnt.’

2. direct
3. queue
4. ordinary
5. always
6. steel
7. echoes
8. Sun protection 

includes applying 
sunscreen, wearing 
a hat and wearing 
sunglasses.

9. over, of, throughout
10. burnt
11. had realised, was 

damaging
12. present
13. adjectives
14. he, himself
15. skin. However

Day 3
1. ‘Look what 

happened,’ said my 
friend, showing me 
her plaster-covered 
arm.

2. reported
3. fascinating
4. multiplication, 

population
5. Yes
6. It’s
7. hoax
8. The bones in the 

body include the 
patella, the skull, the 
ribs, the pelvis and 
the sternum.

9. left, hard
10. had
11. is covered
12. present
13. prepositions
14. they
15. No

Day 4
1. The chef announced, 

‘Today I will be 
showing you how to 
make a very special 
dish .’

2. reported
3. chocolate
4. glare
5. enemy
6. pair
7. atlases
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8. Red algae is 

collected as food in 
places like Finland, 
Japan and Iceland.

9. around, inside
10. are
11. is made, is served
12. future
13. verb
14. it
15. Yes

Day 5
1. ‘Today our class 

will be watching 
a video about the 
Aye-aye,’ my friend 
announced.

2. direct
3. expensive
4. information, 

vaccination
5. No
6. sees
7. volcano
8. Found only in 

Madagascar, the 
aye-aye is an 
unusual mammal.

9. unusual, large, 
yellow, enormous, 
bushy

10. is
11. is used, can find
12. present
13. adverb
14. it
15. No

Week 13
Practice
1.  (a) Yes
 (b) No
2.  While

Day 1
1. Yes
2. if
3. excellent
4. frightened
5. dishonest, disorder
6. he is, he has
7. steel
8. babies
9. Since it is so hot 

and dry, very little 
vegetation grows in 
desert landscapes.

10. ‘We flew over the 
Sahara Desert!’ Luke 
explained.

11. relief
12. Gobi Desert, Monday
13. collective nouns
14. hot, dry
15. above

Day 2
1. No
2. because
3. communicate
4. antonym
5. fulfilment, 

government, 
enjoyment

6. I had, I would
7. cereal
8. halves
9. Will your team 

be competing in 
the netball finals 
on Sunday, 22 
September?

10. reported
11. balls, grandstand
12. Rita Egan, Una Jones
13. they, them
14. exciting, enormous
15. on

Day 3
1. No
2. Although
3. niece
4. conceal
5. semicircle, 

semidetatched
6. that is, that was
7. allowed
8. heroes
9. While you were 

on holiday, which 
African countries did 
you visit?

10. ‘I have been to 
Morocco, Tanzania 
and Kenya,’ replied 
Hugh.

11. Amy, Madagascar
12. carefully, neatly
13. verb group
14. it’s
15. back

Day 4
1. No
2. When
3. languages
4. temporary
5. dangerous, 

poisonous
6. you had, you would
7. bare
8. children
9. Dad boasted, ‘Come 

and see this amazing 
cake I’ve just made!’

10. direct
11. walked
12. intently
13. themselves, they
14. action-packed, 

entertaining

15. in

Day 5
1. Yes
2. as
3. interrupt
4. synonym
5. irregular, 

irresponsible
6. she is, she has
7. heard
8. countries
9. The lengthy debate 

became very heated 
between the two 
politicians.

10. ‘Order!’ the speaker 
shouted. ‘I said 
order!’

11. Voters, 
announcement, 
hours

12. Helen Smithers, 
Prime Minister, New 
Zealand

13. collective noun
14. Yes
15. along, in

Week 14
Practice
1.  two
2.  between
3.  half

Day 1
1. circular
2. geo
3. beautiful
4. authentic
5. he is
6. likeness, fairness, 

boldness
7. mayor
8. ‘Would you like 

some lemons from 
our tree?’ Hannah 
asked.

9. plum’s, Paul’s
10. No
11. punnet
12. scavenged, 

scratched
13. five
14. juiciest
15. Before

Day 2
1. light
2. cycl
3. weather
4. accept, except
5. excrete
6. systematic, 

ecosystem
7. man

8. Kieran enquired, 
‘What’s the weather 
like outside?’

9. it’s, Helen’s, Jody’s
10. ‘Whales can 

sometimes be seen 
along the Irish 
coastline,’ my sister 
informed me, reading 
aloud from her book.

11. collective noun
12. swam, rising
13. I, them
14. South Africa
15. because

Day 3
1. carry
2. port
3. achieve
4. synonym
5. I would
6. impossible, 

improbable
7. waste
8. ‘Dad is a barber and 

Mum is a nurse. I’d 
like to be a lawyer 
when I grow up.

9. boy’s
10. ‘How did your test go 

today, love?’ Mum 
enquired.

11. written
12. I read my book.
13. They
14. harder
15. as

Day 4
1. around
2. photo
3. straight
4. dessert
5. No
6. know
7. echo
8. ‘Are you going to 

help me make the 
cake?’ she asked.

9. What’s
10. Flour, banana 

and sugar are four 
important ingredients 
in this recipe.

11. greased
12. We ate the desserts 

we made.
13. tastier
14. Chef Michel
15. but

Day 5
1. hundred
2. aqua
3. remember
4. repair

5. I had
6. hopeless, careless, 

talentless
7. plane
8. Since the water is so 

clean, there must be 
fish in that lake.

9. turtle’s
10. In addition to the 

fish, you can find 
turtles, frogs, 
tadpoles and eels in 
that lake.

11. tried
12. They caught frogs.
13. slippery, slimy
14. slimiest
15. Because

Week 15
Practice
(a) children’s 
(b)  children’s 
(c)  classmates’

Day 1
1. people’s
2. the puppies’ balls
3. forty
4. collect
5. earth
6. that is
7. piece
8. Do you want to come 

to my birthday party 
on Friday, 9 July?’ 
Maxine asked.

9. ‘Happy Birthday 
Hannah!’ her friends 
exclaimed.

10. contraction
11. cake
12. adjectives
13. he
14. on
15. although

Day 2
1. ladies’
2. the lady’s sunglasses
3. identity
4. antonym
5. unusual, uncommon
6. that has
7. passed
8. Is she departing for 

her latest mission 
on Sunday, 7 
November?

9. The agency 
purchased new 
surveillance 
equipment, 
recording devices 
and a camouflaged 
vehicle.
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10. No
11. camera, cupboard
12. silently, finally
13. She, them
14. into
15. if

Day 3
1. musicans’
2. two drummers’ 

drumsticks
3. ceiling
4. admit
5. three
6. what is
7. guessed
8. ‘Have you heard the 

weather forecast for 
tomorrow?’ James 
asked politely.

9. ‘The wild weather 
has damaged many 
properties,’ the 
reporter explained.

10. It’s, don’t
11. Mum
12. watching
13. its
14. . command
15. Yes

Day 4
1. umpires’
2. children’s coaches
3. weird
4. simple
5. observant, tolerant
6. What has
7. who’s
8. ‘What would you do 

if you found a large 
sum of money?’ 
asked Daniel.

9. He found an old, 
damaged leather 
wallet that was heavy 
with cards, cash, 
receipts and coins.

10. Daniel’s, wallet’s
11. Mr Hassan
12. spent
13. reward
14. ? question
15. No

Day 5
1. body’s
2. a person’s skeleton
3. chemist
4. synonym
5. water
6. he has
7. too
8. A special guest is 

coming to our school 
on Wednesday, 10 

March.
9. ‘Who is the special 

guest?’ the children 
enquired.

10. possession
11. Mrs Smith
12. brought
13. it’s
14. above
15. After

Week 16

Day 1
1. disappear
2. valleys
3. disconnect, 

disrespect
4. drawer
5. merit 2, meringue 1, 

mermaid 3
6. reappear, 

appearance
7. Have you ever seen 

a magician perform 
live?

8. Many years ago, 
I saw a magician 
perform in France.

9. magician’s
10. amazingly
11. He, It
12. show
13. most amazing
14. Although
15. preposition

Day 2
1. choice
2. echoes
3. four
4. wait
5. you would
6. thick
7. Ships which become 

wrecked often turn 
into popular dive 
sites.

8. reported
9. fish’s
10. bravery
11. had stayed
12. himself
13. popular, diving
14. yet
15. across

Day 3
1. answer
2. families
3. blameless, childless, 

useless
4. through
5. you had
6. lead

7. It’s dangerous to ride 
your bike without a 
helmet.

8. The professional 
skater’s board was 
black, orange, purple 
and yellow.

9. possession
10. collective noun
11. They, her, she
12. skateboard, helmet, 

bench, rest
13. more talented
14. or
15. down

Day 4
1. brief
2. cherry
3. dig up
4. weight
5. he is
6. boring
7. How many hours 

sleep do you usually 
get each night?

8. direct
9. children’s
10. usually
11. has slept
12. ourselves
13. soft, bright
14. When
15. into

Day 5
1. eighth
2. piano
3. unselfish, unhealthy
4. aisle, Isle
5. remember
6. non-musical, 

musician
7. Many children in the 

school have caught 
the chickenpox virus.

8. Before they turn one, 
babies are usually 
given multiple 
vaccinations.

9. baby’s
10. collective
11. he, Doctor Smith
12. Parents, children, 

vaccinations, 
diseases

13. most important
14. Before
15. preposition

Review
1. particular
2. misplace, misspell
3. rode
4. screeched
5. explode

6. micro
7. Mexico’s
8. Yes
9. ‘Do cactus plants live 

only in desert areas?’ 
queried the girl.

10. reported
11. A rare cactus with 

a beautiful white 
flower is found only 
in Brazil, South 
America.

12. Cactus plants are 
beautiful, but beware 
of their sharp thorns.

13. and
14. Although
15. Yes

Weeks 9–16 
Review
Day 1 Review
1. humour
2. multiplication, 

population
3. two, too, to
4. I had, I would
5. interestingly, 

disinterested
6. three
7. cats’
8. Yes
9. Yes
10. direct
11. Our new pet kitten 

will be arriving 
Wednesday, 14 
February.

12. We thought our old 
tomcat would be 
unhappy, yet he gets 
along well with our 
new kitten.

13. so
14. after
15. No

Day 2 Review
1. variety
2. uncooked
3. Yes
4. comment 3, 

command 1, 
commend 2

5. describe
6. bi
7. Leopards’
8. No
9. ‘Many African 

animals like the lion, 
tiger and leopard 
blend in with their 
surroundings’, the 
tour guide informed 
us.

10. reported

11. In south-east Asia, a 
butterfly that looks 
like a dead leaf can 
be found.

12. A bark bug’s body 
makes it look like 
part of the tree, so it 
is able to avoid many 
predators.

13. so
14. as
15. No

Day 3 Review
1. Antarctica
2. avoidable, adorable
3. passed
4. why’s
5. ongoing, went, 

undergo
6. hundred
7. People’s, Greenland’s
8. Yes
9. No
10. direct
11. Covered with thick 

ice and snow, 
Greenland is not an 
easy place to live.

12. Tourists who visit 
Greenland enjoy the 
experience and 
they marvel at the 
beauty of this white 
world.

13. and
14. because
15. No

Day 4 Review
1. delicious
2. irrational, irresistible
3. magnify
4. forecast
5. claim
6. auto
7. body’s
8. No
9. ‘The three parts of 

your ear are the 
outer ear, middle ear 
and inner ear’, our 
teacher explained.

10. reported
11. Besides the ear, our 

other sense organs 
are the eyes, nose, 
tongue and skin.

12. The bones in our 
ears move when 
sound enters, and 
they pass on the 
sound vibrations to 
the inner ear.

13. but
14. because
15. Yes
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Weeks 9–16 
Assessment
1. (a) the ladies’ coats
 (b) a person’s home
 (c) two birds’ nests
2. (a) fairies’
 (b) cats’
 (c) children’s
 (d) jug’s
3. (a) breath
 (b) rely
 (c) respect
4. non-musical, 

musician
5. (a) earth
 (b) light
 (c) sound
 (d) water
6. to separate the 

day from the rest 
of the date, after 
an introduction, to 
separate items in a 
list, to separate the 
parts of an address/
city/place

7. Before school, Mum 
took us to the local 
café for a special 
breakfast.

8. Yes
9. (a) direct speech
 (b) reported speech
10. (a) ‘Your turn to do 

the dishes, Rob!’ 
my sister yelled 
out.

11. Jenny
12. so
13. My friend was 

dressed as a zombie 
for Halloween and 
his costume was 
impressive!

14. (a) Although
 (b) when
15. (a)  If you do not 

clean your room, 
you will not be 
able to go to the 
party.

Weeks 17–24
Week 17
Practice
1. (a) mouse
 (b) horse
2. sweet as sugar

Day 1
1. bone
2. quick as lightning
3. frequently
4. antonym

5. sickness, darkness, 
kindness

6. she has, she is
7. grown
8. knife
9. The forgetful farmer 

didn’t close the gate, 
so some cows got 
out onto the road.

10. Cows, sheep, pigs, 
ducks and chickens 
are all raised on that 
farm.

11. duck’s, chicken’s
12. old, new
13. They feed the cows.
14. its
15. strolled

Day 2
1. rock
2. slow as a snail
3. delicious
4. different
5. prepaid, preschool
6. it is, it has
7. muscle
8. ladies
9. William 

Shakespeare’s plays 
have been performed 
around the world for 
400 years.

10. She cried out from 
the audience, ‘No! 
Don’t do it!’

11. weren’t, 
Shakespeare’s, 
women’s

12. 3 (Shakespeare, play, 
Hamlet)

13. verb groups
14. intently
15. unless

Day 3
1. pancake
2. busy as a bee
3. powerful
4. synonym
5. forcible, accessible, 

reversible
6. it had, it would
7. stationery
8. nannies
9. Have you ever seen 

an eagle swoop to 
catch its prey?

10. An eagle’s diet 
can include small 
mammals, fish, 
other small birds and 
lizards.

11. eagle’s
12. Stealthily
13. was grabbed

14. eaglets, them
15. until

Day 4
1. nails
2. brave as a lion
3. precious
4. unusual
5. remake, rearrange
6. they had, they would
7. prince
8. arches
9. Did the woman’s 

engagement ring 
have diamonds and 
rubies in it?

10. The woman 
screamed out, ‘Help, 
my jewellery has 
been stolen!’

11. burglar’s
12. stolen
13. Somebody will steal 

it.
14. lose
15. Yes

Day 5
1. ice
2. proud as a peacock
3. harbour
4. cheap
5. honestly, foolishly, 

smoothly
6. why is, why has
7. which
8. dwarf
9. The harbour in Hong 

Kong is one of the 
busiest in the world.

10. Ships import and 
export livestock, 
grains, manufactured 
goods and textiles.

11. Didn’t, ship’s
12. docked
13. We will watch the 

ships come in.
14. site
15. praised

Week 18
Practice
1. While the chicken 

was roasting, Mum 
and I chopped the 
vegetables.

2. The dinner we made, 
which had taken two 
hours to prepare, 
was delicious.

Day 1
1. While we were 

eating, the reporter 
on television warned 
us about the natural 
disaster.

2. Tsunamis, caused 
by an underwater 
earthquake, often 
cause catastrophic 
damage.

3. popular
4. misspell, mistreat, 

misuse
5. weary, wary
6. It had
7. exclaim, reclaimed
8. synonym
9. The 2004 St 

Stephen’s Day 
tsunami devastated 
many Asian 
countries.

10. wasn’t
11. common nouns
12. Since
13. suddenly
14. teams
15. tall as a mountain

Day 2
1. If you can, send us 

a postcard from the 
mountains.

2. The mountain, which 
loomed over the 
town, was finally 
covered in snow.

3. awful
4. micro
5. alter
6. fruit
7. report
8. No
9. break
10. No
11. jackets, scarves, 

gloves, holiday
12. courage
13. but
14. I, I, it
15. cloud

Day 3
1. I like cooking, 

cats and going to 
concerts.

2. The concert, which 
had sold out months 
ago, was the best I 
had ever seen.

3. wonderful
4. soften, lengthen, 

sharpen
5. knight
6. It has

7. ongoing, went, 
undergo

8. fail
9. ‘Think about the 

greatest concert 
you’ve ever seen,’ 
our music tutor 
instructed.

10. Henry’s
11. accidentally
12. for
13. 4 (is, can improve, 

motivate, entertain)
14. in
15. loud as thunder

Day 4
1. I am bringing Jane, 

John and Jack are 
going together.

2. The actress, who has 
red hair, played her 
role well.

3. attached
4. geo
5. meat
6. No
7. moist
8. beach
9. they’re
10. No
11. her, her
12. taken
13. He will go to LA.
14. He, himself
15. flower

Day 5
1. Mum washes, Dad 

and I dry, and my 
sister packs away the 
dishes.

2. My parents, who met 
at school, have lots 
of fun together.

3. delightful
4. incorrect, inactive
5. wood
6. They would
7. dissatisfied, 

satisfaction, 
unsatisfied

8. antonym
9. Do you think that 

all family members 
should help with the 
housework?

10. doesn’t, Dad’s
11. them
12. Who’s
13. they, Mum and Dad
14. I will clean my room
15. like two peas in a 

pod
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Week 19
Practice
1.  must catch, should 

go, might be
2.  must

Day 1
1. must travel
2. can
3. laundry
4. thaw
5. avoidable, curable, 

enjoyable
6. Why is
7. threw
8. mess
9. How many ways are 

there to travel across 
the English Channel?

10. You can travel by 
ferry, train or even 
fly in an aeroplane! 
Cars, buses and 
motorbikes can also 
be taken across on 
the ferries.

11. France’s
12. Channel Tunnel
13. faster
14. on
15. while

Day 2
1. should volunteer
2. could
3. environment
4. correct
5. unequal, unexpected
6. What is
7. piece
8. shore
9. Plastic bags are 

often eaten by sea 
creatures who think 
the bags are jellyfish.

10. reported
11. contraction
12. clean as a whistle
13. expensive, thorny
14. 2 (It, him)
15. Before

Day 3
1. might be going
2. must
3. medication
4. antonym
5. youthful, colourful, 

successful
6. When is
7. new
8. monkeys
9. ‘How long until 

we have a break?’ 
the tired climber 
enquired.

10. The heavy packs 
contained tents, 
sleeping bags and 
food supplies.

11. hadn’t, woman’s
12. fright
13. Yes
14. It, owl
15. Although

Day 4
1. can play
2. will
3. shoulder
4. tired
5. unafraid, unknown
6. she has
7. sale
8. your
9. ‘Do you think we can 

win without Kim?’ 
one of the players 
asked.

10. reported
11. don’t
12. excited as puppies
13. injured
14. from
15. so

Day 5
1. must follow
2. may
3. convince
4. occupied
5. badly, softly, gladly
6. Where is
7. flour
8. house
9. The damage was 

not too expensive 
to repair, and the 
amount was covered 
by insurance.

10. The jeep needed 
two new tyres, both 
headlights replaced, 
one indicator and a 
new front bumper.

11. weren’t, wasn’t
12. gave
13. embarrassed
14. around
15. when

Week 20
Practice
1. who
2. (a) who
 (b) that
 (c) whose
 (d) which

Day 1
1. who
2. which

3. increase
4. important
5. weak, week
6. you had
7. homeless, painless, 

worthless
8. owl
9. Workers in some 

factories are 
expected to work in 
difficult and unsafe 
conditions.

10. Many clothing 
factories, sometimes 
called sweatshops, 
are located across 
Asia.

11. No
12. needed
13. future
14. nervously
15. ! command

Day 2
1. that
2. whose
3. perspire
4. deci
5. waist
6. illusion
7. bagfuls, baggage
8. solid
9. ‘I’d really like a 

laptop for my 
birthday,’ Rachel 
requested politely.

10. ‘Bring me the paper, 
boy!’

11. laptop
12. saw
13. would have
14. happily
15. Did

Day 3
1. which
2. that
3. answer
4. bold
5. Where, wear
6. I had
7. disobey, unlucky
8. snail
9. The visitors to the 

ranch were looking 
forward to a sunset 
horseride.

10. The rider, who was 
very experienced, 
climbed onto her 
horse.

11. Yes
12. fell
13. present
14. quickly
15. . statement

Day 4
1. whose
2. that
3. guard
4. two
5. altar
6. normal 2, nodule 1, 

northern 3
7. manage
8. slippery
9. ‘Do you prefer 

beaches?’ enquired 
my best friend.

10. If you can, take your 
camera to the beach 
with you.

11. pack
12. than, then
13. should take
14. eventually
15. struggled

Day 5
1. whose
2. who
3. popular
4. extra
5. rays
6. He is
7. neatly, loudly, politely
8. white
9. I wouldn’t try 

skydiving as I’m 
afraid of heights.

10. My friend, who is 
very adventurous, 
said she would like 
to try it.

11. No
12. tried
13. past
14. regularly
15. . statement

Week 21
Practice
1. better, best
2. worse, worst

Day 1
1. better, best
2. smaller
3. thousand
4. synonym
5. foolishness, thickness
6. who is, who has
7. knows
8. length 3, lesson 4, 

layer 2, laser 1
9. What was your score 

out of a hundred in 
the science test?

10. In our science 
test, we had to 
answer questions 
on planets, space, 
solids, liquids and 
gases.

11. wasn’t, don’t
12. should be
13. adjective
14. on
15. whose

Day 2
1. hardest
2. best
3. muscle
4. tragic
5. rethink, renumber
6. could have
7. hire
8. pairs
9. The poor fox’s tail 

had become stuck in 
the wire fence.

10. ‘Look at the fox!’ 
Mimi exclaimed. 
‘Let’s free it!’

11. haven’t, let’s
12. 5 (walk, squirrel, 

owls, deer, rabbits)
13. we
14. through
15. but, and

Day 3
1. worse, worst
2. warmer
3. signature
4. antonym
5. digestible, 

convertible
6. that had, that would
7. eliminate
8. Friday 2, friends 3, 

friction 1
9. Would you say you’re 

a good swimmer?
10. Pools, lakes, rivers 

and the ocean are 
all suitable places for 
swimming practice.

11. wasn’t, Sam’s
12. can swim
13. It, swimming 

costume
14. off
15. Because

Day 4
1. scariest
2. worst
3. recognise
4. childish
5. uncertain, unkind, 

unhappy
6. should have
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7. paws
8. deer
9. Family members 

travelled from far 
and wide to be at 
the annual Brown’s 
family reunion.

10. ‘Wow! Look how 
much you’ve 
grown!’ Aunt Mavis 
exclaimed.

11. John’s
12. 3 (cousins, years, 

gift)
13. They
14. at
15. Although

Day 5
1. better, best
2. tastiest
3. seize
4. miniscule
5. famous, fibrous
6. she had, she would
7. higher
8. No
9. Historically, pirates 

were known for 
burying their treasure 
to keep it safe.

10. The pirate gathered 
his rusty compass, 
his trusty parrot, the 
crumpled map and 
his telescope for his 
trip.

11. pirate’s, wasn’t
12. were hoping
13. wicked, sinister
14. on
15. who

Week 22
Practice
1. the captain
2. its

Day 1
1. our
2. its
3. height
4. impossible, irregular
5. whether, weather
6. collect
7. backfired, fireside
8. batches
9. Do you know which 

city the world’s tallest 
building is in?

10. tallest
11. band
12. New York, Statue of 

Liberty, Central Park
13. himself, he
14. hastily, slowly

15. across

Day 2
1. her
2. their
3. costume
4. tooth
5. heard
6. No
7. treat
8. antonym
9. While I was thinking, 

the cat walked into 
the room.

10. better
11. fright
12. witches, ghosts, 

vampires, clown, 
party

13. should
14. so
15. During

Day 3
1. his
2. your
3. jacket
4. lighten, sweeten
5. aloud
6. she would
7. uneaten, ate, edible
8. sheep
9. ‘Is the jacket black?’ 

asked the bus driver.
10. who
11. soft as velvet
12. observant, leather
13. must have been
14. so
15. Do

Day 4
1. my
2. their
3. suitable
4. flex
5. currant
6. When is
7. line
8. synonym
9. Do you think this 

palace cost a lot of 
money to build?

10. who
11. graceful as a 

ballerina
12. elegant, sparkling, 

beautiful
13. brought
14. sadly, already
15. Yes

Day 5
1. your
2. your
3. destructive

4. unfamiliar, impolite
5. know
6. Who is
7. explosive, explosion
8. teeth
9. Natural disasters, 

like tornadoes, are 
common in the 
United States of 
America.

10. whose
11. we
12. tornado, homes, 

buildings
13. swept
14. excitedly
15. behind

Week 23
Practice
1. (a)  footballs 
 (b)  lawnmowers
 (c)  lookers-on 
 (d)  fathers-in-law

Day 1
1. butterflies
2. cupfuls
3. schedule
4. clear
5. teachable, noticeable
6. What has
7. chews
8. ‘Which newspaper 

do you like to read?’ 
we were asked.

9. aren’t
10. might replace
11. dad. newspaper, 

Saturday
12. We buy the paper.
13. more interesting
14. skimmed
15. himself

Day 2
1. runners-up
2. push-ups
3. lightning
4. apparent
5. disloyal, 

mispronounce
6. When is
7. except
8. A huge variety of 

flowers was growing 
including buttercups, 
roses, tulips and 
daffodils.

9. ‘Wow!’ Fin exclaimed. 
‘Look at all the 
colourful flowers!’

10. come to see
11. they, drivers
12. No
13. their

14. cutting
15. ! exclamation.

Day 3
1. eleven-year-olds
2. brothers-in-law
3. perfume
4. synonym
5. forgetful, cheerful, 

wasteful
6. he had
7. cell
8. What’s your favourite 

reality cooking show 
on television?

9. weren’t, man’s
10. in
11. he, Dad
12. We gathered at 

7p.m. to watch the 
show.

13. worse
14. was catering
15. exploded

Day 4
1. birds-of-prey
2. passers-by
3. levels
4. strange
5. incomplete, 

undecided
6. I have
7. pair
8. In South America 

three countries are 
on the equator, 
they are Ecuador, 
Colombia and Brazil.

9. My mum said, ‘Most 
countries near the 
equator have warm, 
humid weather all 
year.’

10. one
11. season, months, 

rains, region
12. Yes
13. breathe
14. found
15. . command

Day 5
1. high schools
2. maids of honour
3. delete
4. convince
5. happily, sweetly, 

quietly
6. Who has
7. main
8. The disgusted 

children didn’t want 
to dissect the frog in 
their science class.

9. Scientists’

10. aren’t
11. children, lab
12. I enjoy science 

classes.
13. largest
14. waited
15. sometimes

Week 24
Day 1
1. wound
2. footballs
3. site
4. nice
5. history
6. magazine
7. My dad plays in a 

band with two guitar 
players, a drummer 
and the lead singer.

8. ‘Whose house are 
you practising at 
tonight?’ I asked Dad.

9. Dad said our garage, 
which is very large, 
was the best place to 
practise.

10. seen
11. best
12. who
13. does
14. in
15. The other members 

of Dad’s band arrived 
after dinner. They 
practised until it was 
almost midnight.

Day 2
1. curious
2. brush
3. they’re
4. wonderful
5. hurtful, unhurt
6. Yes
7. My brother James, 

who is only four 
years old, is an 
excellent artist.

8. didn’t, James’, 
sister’s

9. James enjoys 
creating different 
artworks using 
paints, pencils, 
crayons and collage 
with scrap materials.

10. were
11. creatively, 

methodically
12. vibrant, unique
13. future
14. our
15. Yes
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Day 3
1. purchase
2. messes
3. steal
4. vacant
5. forget
6. sale
7. Mr Higgins, who 

lives next door, is old 
and frail.

8. ‘How are you today 
boys?’ asked Mr 
Higgins as we rode 
past his house on 
our way home from 
school.

9. When he saw Mr 
Higgins trying to 
mow, my brother 
stopped to ask if he 
needed any help.

10. You’re
11. worse
12. who
13. an
14. warmly, quickly
15. Mr Higgins was 

very pleased with 
his new garden. He 
suggested we visit 
again for afternoon 
tea.

Day 4
1. youth
2. horse
3. their
4. few
5. geo
6. Yes
7. At the same time 

every year, my 
parent’s friends and 
their families go on a 
camping holiday.

8. men’s
9. While our dads 

were setting up the 
tents, all the children 
changed into their 
swimsuits, grabbed 
a towel and went to 
the lake for a swim.

10. men’s families
11. Our mums took 

photos.
12. beside
13. The water is very cool 

and calm.
14. our
15. Yes

Day 5
1. anxious
2. merry-go-rounds
3. read
4. improbable

5. was, is, are, were
6. calendar
7. Did you know that 

lack of sleep causes 
tiredness, yawning, 
bad temper and lack 
of concentration?

8. ‘I think that explains 
why you’re always 
so grumpy!’ Dad told 
my brother with a 
chuckle.

9. My brother, who is 
only twelve, stays up 
to midnight playing 
video games.

10. both parents’ rules
11. worse, worst
12. that
13. it’s
14. inside, at
15. a

Review
1. neighbour
2. glorious
3. impossible, 

irresponsible
4. You would
5. cereal
6. runners-up
7. clear
8. Exotic animals, such 

as zebras and lions, 
can be seen on the 
African continent.

9. its
10. its
11. that
12. who
13. must be, can attack
14. must
15. best

Weeks 17–24 
Review
Day 1 Review
1. choice
2. antonym
3. homeless, painless, 

worthless
4. I had, I would
5. bear
6. spoonfuls
7. quick
8. When you can, 

check the gutters for 
leaf debris.

9. Sam
10. their
11. whose
12. who
13. may have
14. should
15. worst

Day 2 Review
1. occasion
2. rot
3. micro
4. he is
5. through
6. swimming pools
7. as smooth as glass
8. Basketball, first 

developed in 
America in 1891, 
is a popular sport 
worldwide.

9. his
10. your
11. who
12. that
13. can move
14. must
15. better

Day 3 Review
1. competition
2. defend
3. teachable, noticeable
4. he has, he is
5. wait
6. fathers-in-law
7. old
8. Edinburgh hosts 

festivals showcasing 
drama, comedy, art 
and dance acts each 
summer.

9. her
10. its
11. whose
12. which
13. should go
14. must
15. best

Day 4 Review
1. harbour
2. wild
3. disconnect, 

uncommon
4. They would
5. prints
6. maids of honour
7. as sharp as razors
8. Vultures, a type of 

scavenger, feed on 
dead animals.

9. its
10. their
11. that
12. which
13. can fly, must catch
14. can
15. worst, worse

Weeks 17–24 
Assessment
1. (a)  as clear as a 

bell, to be very 
easy to hear

 (b)  as white as a 
ghost, to turn 
pale from shock

 (c)  swims like a fish, 
to be very good 
at swimming

2. (a) snail
 (b) owl
 (c) horse
3. Green vegetables, 

which are high 
in fibre, iron and 
calcium, can help to 
keep eyes, teeth and 
bones healthy.

4. (a)  While Mum was 
cooking, Dad 
hung out the 
washing.

 (b)  ‘Can we eat, 
Mum?’ I asked.

5. (a) can
 (b) must
 (c) will
 (d) should
6. (a)  might go, 

possibility
 (b)  must help, 

obligation
 (c) can play, ability
7. (a) who
 (b) that
 (c) which
 (d) whose
8. (a) who
 (b) whose
 (c) that
9. (a) used for people
 (b) used for animals 

and things
 (c) used for people, 

animals and things
10. better, best
11. worse, worst
12. your
13. (a) his
 (b) our
 (c) her
14. runners-up
15. (a) gentlemen
 (b) birds-of-prey
 (c) ice creams

Weeks 25–32
Week 25
Practice
1. in the blink of an eye
2. the magician 

vanished quickly

Day 1
1. face the music
2. be brave
3. translate
4. flex
5. One, won
6. serve
7. break-up, unbroken
8. berries
9. Becoming fluent in 

another language 
requires many years 
of practice.

10. It’s
11. Yes
12. sure
13. past
14. my
15. who

Day 2
1. hot water
2. be in trouble
3. argue
4. ingratitude
5. mist, missed
6. noisy 2, nomadic 3, 

nocturnal 1
7. celebrate
8. lose
9. I haven’t studied 

ancient civilisations 
before because they 
don’t interest me.

10. Ancient Egyptians 
worshipped many 
animals, built 
impressive pyramids 
and invented many 
things.

11. Ancient Egypt, 
Pharoahs

12. reign
13. learned
14. actively
15. who

Day 3
1. let the cat out of the 

bag
2. give away the secret
3. thermometer
4. hopeful
5. sight
6. he is
7. sleepless, fearless, 

beardless
8. summary
9. If a person’s 

body temperature 
becomes too high 
or low there can be 
serious health risks.

10. child’s, wasn’t
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11. The nurse explained, 

‘Close to 37° C is 
a normal, healthy 
temperature.’

12. two
13. bitten
14. her
15. Yes

Day 4
1. at a loose end
2. to have nothing to do
3. accurate
4. scarce
5. write
6.  When is
7. rudely, safely, swiftly
8. brought, bought
9. ‘Do you have any 

hobbies?’ she asked 
me.

10. The friendly, fast-
talking and bubbly 
woman showed us 
her large, well-
organised and tidy 
office.

11. admired
12. scene
13. future
14. chatted
15. Yes

Day 5
1. beat around the 

bush
2. avoid saying what 

you mean
3. mission
4. voluntary
5. our
6. It is
7. disagree, disobey
8. pharmacies
9. The shuttle launch 

wasn’t broadcast on 
television until the 
following day.

10. doesn’t, don’t, it’ll
11. No
12. forward
13. watching
14. his
15. since

Week 26
Practice
1. British
2. No

Day 1
1. Irish
2. proper noun
3. nightmare
4. antonym
5. grate

6. It has
7. sadness, greatness
8. flock
9. Have you ever had 

the same dream 
more than once?

10. People can have 
nightmares about 
being chased, losing 
their teeth, falling, 
being lost and many 
other things.

11. child’s, didn’t, weren’t
12. small, broken, old
13. their
14. myself
15. What

Day 2
1. Italian
2. Yes
3. enormous
4. enormous
5. unbelievable
6. I had
7. repaint, reload, 

reheat
8. who has
9. What’s the busiest 

time of year for the 
postal service?

10. He answered, ‘The 
Christmas season is 
very busy .’

11. haven’t, Dad’s
12. 2 (large, front)
13. an arm and a leg
14. He, his
15. rarely, accidentally, 

quickly

Day 3
1. French
2. proper adjective
3. equator
4. antonym
5. allowed
6. support 2, supply 1, 

suppose 3
7. teacher, explorer, 

robber
8. that would
9. My dad’s passport 

has stamps from 
many countries.

10. Last year, our family 
visited China, New 
Zealand, Colombia, 
South Africa and 
Indonesia.

11. No
12. congested
13. it’s, its
14. Dad
15. for, on

Day 4
1. Japanese
2. Yes
3. indicate
4. artificial
5. claws
6. money 1, month 4, 

monster 3, monk 2
7. unhappy, unable, 

unlike
8. she had
9. The Tour de France 

is an annual cycling 
race which has been 
held since 1903.

10. ‘Watch out!’ the 
cyclist yelled as he 
sped past. ‘You’re in 
the way!’

11. bike’s, another’s
12. cyclists, world, teams
13. short fuse
14. I will train for the 

race.
15. . statement

Day 5
1. Italian
2. proper noun
3. aggressive
4. ordinary
5. clause
6. No
7. moisten, loosen, 

widen
8. colony
9. What’s the most 

interesting case 
you’ve ever worked 
on?

10. When collecting 
evidence, detectives 
must ensure they 
don’t contaminate 
the crime scene.

11. aren’t, detective’s
12. witness, statement, 

detective
13. its
14. The detective caught 

the criminal.
15. dejectedly

Week 27
Practice
1. (a) hero, heroine
 (b) husband, wife
 (c) lion, lioness

Day 1
1. husband
2. feminine noun

3. accept
4. worried
5. breath, breathe
6. It is
7. showman, showroom
8. swarm
9. Invitations are given 

out for events such 
as parties, weddings 
and christenings.

10. An RSVP, originally 
a French phrase, is 
given to the host so 
they know who will 
be attending.

11. so
12. were looking, was 

annoying
13. its
14. I, we, ourselves
15. into, beneath

Day 2
1. cow
2. collective noun
3. eighty
4. join
5. four
6. Yes
7. method
8. die, dye
9. No
10. While the teacher 

was talking, a 
knock on the door 
interrupted the class.

11. test, water, 
homework, sleep

12. must
13. Its
14. Our
15. but

Day 3
1. males
2. feminine noun
3. review
4. antonym
5. ball
6. When is
7. doable, did, doesn’t
8. wolves
9. Yes
10. ‘I think they all come 

from Scotland, am 
I right?’ I answered 
uncertainly.

11. tourist, photographs, 
landscape

12. had been travelling
13. over
14. rocky, lush, green
15. because

Day 4
1. hen
2. masculine noun
3. cemetery
4. poverty
5. rose
6. present
7. inflate
8. we’ll, wheel
9. Mosquitoes are 

arguably the most 
dangerous insects 
because of the 
diseases they 
transmit.

10. No
11. and
12. had
13. my
14. they
15. . statement
Day 5
1. dad
2. collective
3. professional
4. lengthen
5. stationery
6. what is
7. deceptive, deception
8. coven
9. Latin, ballroom, 

ballet and 
breakdancing are 
different styles of 
dance.

10. The dancer asked the 
children, ‘Would you 
like to learn the steps 
of this dance?’

11. as
12. stepping
13. our
14. she, the ballet 

dancer
15. . statement

Week 28
Practice
1. He does not 

(doesn’t) give her 
flowers.

2. will not, won’t

Day 1
1. I do not (don’t) travel 

very often.
2. would not, wouldn’t
3. fought
4. insufficient
5. believable, 

laughable, admirable
6. You had
7. aloud
8. over the moon
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9. The world’s oceans 

cover over 70% of 
the planet and the 
Pacific Ocean is the 
largest.

10. Cape Agulhas, South 
Africa, is the place 
where the Atlantic 
and Indian Oceans 
meet.

11. don’t
12. superlative adjectives
13. warmer
14. We look out over the 

horizon.
15. furiously

Day 2
1. She does not 

(doesn’t) like her job.
2. will not (won’t)
3. machine
4. driven
5. misbehave, untangle
6. Who has
7. patience
8. then, than
9. Gina Frost’s secretary 

was always very 
busy scheduling her 
appointments.

10. reported
11. ‘Your next client is 

here Mrs Frost,’ she 
announced on the 
intercom.

12. gentleman’s
13. there
14. she, she, client
15. ? question

Day 3
1. I do not (don’t) enjoy 

science classes.
2. cannot, can’t
3. eyesight
4. antonym
5. election, decision, 

explosion
6. It has
7. pain
8. To bury the hatchet
9. Fred Hollows was 

a well known 
ophthalmologist 
who came from New 
Zealand.

10. The Fred Hollows 
Foundation, 
established in 1992, 
helps to restore sight 
to people across 
Australia, Asia and 
Africa.

11. people’s
12. worst
13. tirelessly, briefly

14. herself, she, Mary
15. Yes

Day 4
1. I do not (don’t) like 

to read.
2. should not, shouldn’t
3. separate
4. complicated
5. unknown, uneven
6. Dad has
7. wear
8. Some
9. Famous novelists 

from English 
speaking countries 
include Charles 
Dickens, Mark Twain 
and Miles Franklin.

10. reported
11. ‘What’s your favourite 

novel?’ she asked 
me in return.

12. wife
13. foreword
14. written
15. . statement

Day 5
1. Gordon does not 

(doesn’t) speak 
Mandarin.

2. did not, didn’t
3. flavour
4. expand
5. collision, collection
6. Sarah has
7. so, sow
8. A storm in a teacup
9. China and India are 

two of the world’s 
most populous 
countries and they 
are located on the 
Asian continent.

10. Karachi, Pakistan 
and Mumbai, India 
are two cities with 
over 12 million 
inhabitants.

11. Indonesia’s, world’s
12. has
13. Chinese
14. India, China
15. busiest

Week 29
Practice
1. these chairs
2. this

Day 1
1. this pencil
2. this
3. explanation
4. weak
5. rays

6. murmer
7. international, 

submarine
8. daisy
9. Toys are important 

for children’s 
development and 
are found across 
all countries and 
cultures around the 
world.

10. Electronic toys, 
although becoming 
increasingly popular, 
haven’t replaced 
traditional toys 
entirely.

11. which
12. Danish
13. ensure, insure
14. future
15. are not, aren’t

Day 2
1. that, those
2. those
3. ambulance
4. sound
5. sew
6. sinus
7. watchmaker, 

wristwatch
8. brass
9. The new editor 

for the Evening 
Chronicle will be 
announced on 
Monday.

10. journalists’, paper’s
11. long, boring, whole, 

no
12. had been working, 

should take
13. right, write
14. present
15. whose

Day 3
1. those chairs
2. that
3. animals
4. impossible
5. paws
6. will not, won’t
7. antihistamine, 

antibiotic, antiseptic
8. post
9. There are many 

thousands of species 
of butterflies and 
moths, including the 
monarch butterfly 
and luna moth.

10. butterfly’s
11. that
12. flown
13. to

14. present
15. in

Day 4
1. this, these
2. Those
3. education
4. bio
5. would, wood
6. has not, hasn’t
7. recognition, 

recognisable
8. sheet
9. The bazaar district 

in Cairo, Egypt is a 
major attraction for 
tourists and locals.

10. The wide-eyed, 
curious tourists were 
surprised to see so 
many colourful, shiny 
and interesting items 
for sale.

11. Mum, Granny
12. purchased, 

purchased
13. threw, through
14. future
15. holiday, pyramids

Day 5
1. this house
2. that
3. hesitate
4. welcoming
5. lead
6. should not, shouldn’t
7. mispronounce, 

imperfect
8. bell
9. Oyster farms have 

been operating on 
France’s Atlantic 
coast for centuries.

10. Oysters are farmed 
for pearls and 
for their meat. An 
oyster’s life can span 
up to 20 years.

11. whose
12. grow/grew
13. pair
14. present
15. Yes

Week 30
Practice
1. adjective, adverb; 

cleverly, politely, 
wisely

2. verb, noun; gardener, 
painter, singer

Day 1
1. discussion, 

admission

2. adjectives, nouns; 
politeness, 
cleverness, swiftness

3. boulder
4. honour
5. numeracy 3, numb 1, 

number 2, numerical 
4

6. here
7. hit the jackpot
8. Gold mining ghost 

towns can be found 
in remote areas of 
some countries.

9. Many major gold 
rushes took place 
across parts of 
Australia, Brazil, 
Canada, South Africa 
and the United States 
of America in the 
1800s.

10. didn’t
11. hard-working, creaky, 

old, icy-cold
12. under
13. It’s
14. and
15. When

Day 2
1. hesitant, tolerant
2. adjectives, adverbs; 

brightly, proudly, 
nervously

3. graceful
4. selfish
5. he would
6. whether, weather
7. men
8. Birds such as swans, 

peacocks and 
seagulls were once 
served at banquets.

9. Queen Victoria, who 
reigned over Britain 
for almost 64 years, 
became queen at the 
age of 18.

10. wasn’t
11. 1 (she)
12. in
13. their
14. Because
15. prince

Day 3
1. confidence, 

obedience
2. verbs, adjectives; 

tolerant, observant
3. partner
4. synonym
5. exercise 3, 

exceptional 2, 
examination 1

6. air
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7. turning over a new 

leaf
8. Luxury yachts 

are commonly 
seen docked in 
ports along the 
Mediterranean 
coast.

9. The cities of Cannes, 
France and Split, 
Croatia are popular 
places to visit.

10. 1
11. adjective
12. Mount Vesuvius, 

Pompeii
13. adjectives
14. Although
15. recently, leisurely

Day 4
1. juggler, painter, 

designer
2. nouns, verbs; 

terrorise, vaporise, 
colonise

3. necessary
4. boring
5. sister is
6. dual
7. feet
8. Two species which 

are endangered are 
the Yangtze and 
the Amazon River 
dolphins.

9. Several species 
such as the snow 
leopard, the tiger, 
the giant panda and 
the blue whale are 
endangered.

10. dolphin’s
11. itself
12. in
13. wasn’t
14. Since
15. Those

Day 5
1. brightly, proudly, 

nervously
2. verbs, adjectives; 

respectable, 
noticeable, moveable

3. available
4. chubby
5. No
6.  plane 
7. bee in his bonnet
8. Oranges are grown 

in Brazil, plums are 
grown in China and 
pineapples in the 
Philippines.

9. Tomatoes, 
commonly referred 
to as vegetables, are 
correctly classified as 
a fruit.

10. strawberry’s, tomato’s
11. verb
12. adjective
13. was, were
14. keenly
15. That

Week 31
Practice
1. oases
2. hippopotamus

Day 1
1. oases
2. cactus
3. immediately
4. peace
5. synonym
6. He has
7. verbs, nouns; 

manager, gambler, 
speaker

8. The adventure camp 
was visited by the 
school children each 
May.

9. your
10. river
11. couldn’t praise, be 

rewarded
12. Thursday
13. that
14. incredibly, nervously
15. across, over

Day 2
1. octopi
2. oasis
3. lettuce
4. pane
5. principle
6. still
7. extraordinary, 

extracurricular
8. No
9. Eating vegetables, 

we were told, can 
protect against a 
number of diseases.

10. water, exposure, 
sunlight, people

11. should eat, will not 
be

12. easiest
13. these
14. they, themselves
15. in

Day 3
1. diagnoses
2. octopus
3. catalogues
4. medal
5. tranquility
6. Where is
7. verbs, adjectives; 

observant, tolerant, 
expectant

8. Stilt fishermen who 
fish off Sri Lanka’s 
south coast sit or 
stand on wooden 
poles.

9. ‘Wow! He’s caught 
a big one!’ the 
observer exclaimed.

10. so
11. had been catching
12. smelly, rickety, old, 

severe
13. although
14. No
15. in

Day 4
1. cacti
2. diagnosis
3. category
4. see, sea
5. profit
6. No
7. export, exhale
8. Yes
9. The Red Sea, which 

separates Asia and 
Africa, is a popular 
sea with divers.

10. Egyptian
11. living
12. brightest, most 

beautiful
13. that
14. He, them
15. choose

Day 5
1. emphases
2. fungus
3. forgotten
4. waist
5. synonym
6. She would
7. verbs, nouns; 

tolerable, 
considerable

8. Whale sharks, 
found throughout 
the world’s tropical, 
warm and temperate 
seas, are the world’s 
biggest fish.

9. ‘Can people swim 
with whale sharks?’ I 
asked my mum.

10. adjective
11. must not touch
12. sign
13. these
14. they, Tourists
15. next to

Week 32
Day 1
1. mischief
2. cereal
3. leaf
4. Whose
5. as hard as stone
6. Yes
7. adjectives, nouns; 

loneliness, darkness
8. working round the 

clock
9. Yes
10. ‘This cake is 

absolute perfection!’ 
commented Mum 
after taking a bite.

11. should enter
12. frequently, eagerly
13. Mum bought the 

ingredients for Dad’s 
new recipe.

14. I do not (don’t) help 
Dad with the baking.

15. No

Day 2
1. sweltering
2. hire
3. fungi
4. then, than
5. lion
6. it has, it is
7. outpost, outside, 

outdoors
8. The ancient Aztec 

capital, Tenochtitlan, 
is the present day 
site of Mexico City.

9. wasn’t
10. verb
11. adjective
12. Portuguese, Spanish
13. largest
14. Aztec, Montezuma
15. from, to

Day 3
1. deceive
2. bow
3. salmon
4. who’s
5. busy

6. petition
7. verbs, adjectives; 

adorable, avoidable
8. skin of his teeth
9. jockeys’ horses
10. ‘How does it feel to 

win the big race?’ 
the reporter asked 
the winning jockey.

11. It was thrilling said 
the jockey.

12. pride
13. year, jockey, Royal 

Ascot, horse
14. He will not (won’t) 

race again this week.
15. Yes

Day 4
1. polite
2. hole
3. hippopotami
4. than
5. soft as butter
6. I had, I would
7. interview, 

international
8. The disgusted 

children didn’t 
want to eat boiled 
cabbage at 
lunchtime.

9. Yes
10. at
11. advise
12. was
13. The cook found a 

new recipe.
14. grateful, horrible
15. I, himself

Day 5
1. foreign
2. fought
3. breath
4. Whose
5. sly
6. overbearing
7. adjectives, adverbs; 

dramatically, 
frantically

8. once in a blue moon
9. women’s rings
10. ‘How much does this 

sparkling, diamond 
ring cost?’ asked the 
wealthy lady.

11. she had
12. isn’t
13. so
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14. You should not 

(shouldn’t) be rude 
to paying customers.

15. out, across, to

Review
1. individuals
2. calm
3. Who is
4. disagree, undecided
5. verbs, adjectives; 

avoidable, curable, 
enjoyable

6. cacti
7. full of beans
8. Wolves can be 

found across North 
America, Northern 
Europe and Northern 
Asia.

9. don’t
10. Arctic
11. male
12. alpha-female
13. those
14. could not, couldn’t
15. The wolf had not 

(hadn’t) caught the 
rabbit.

Weeks 25–32 
Review
Day 1 Review
1. rhyme
2. welcoming
3. monster
4. medal
5. nouns, adjectives; 

famous, dangerous, 
poisonous

6. oasis
7. blew hot and cold
8. New York’s Central 

Park is North 
America’s most 
visited urban park, 
attracting millions of 
visitors each year.

9. park’s
10. American
11. lioness
12. husband
13. this
14. cannot (can’t)
15. I hope we do not 

(don’t) visit Yankee 
Stadium.

Day 2 Review
1. ambulance
2. help
3. Dad has
4. antiseptic, antibiotic
5. adjectives, adverbs; 

happily, safely, quietly
6. octopus
7. chip on his shoulder
8. Haiku is a Japanese 

form of poetry 
characterised by the 
number of syllables 
in each line.

9. possession
10. Shakespearean
11. sister’s
12. brother
13. These
14. does not, doesn’t
15. I do not (don’t) enjoy 

poetry.

Day 3 Review
1. umpire
2. synonym
3. No
4. hear
5. verbs, nouns; 

explosion, decision
6. fungi
7. lift a finger
8. Sun protection is 

important to reduce 
the risks of skin 
cancers, especially 
during hot months.

9. Staying in the shade 
whenever possible, 
applying sunscreen, 
wearing sunglasses 
and keeping covered 
up can all help to 
prevent sunburn.

10. Australian
11. man
12. mother
13. those
14. should not 

(shouldn’t)
15. I do not (don’t) wear 

sunscreen.

Day 4 Review
1. artificial
2. generous
3. it has, it is
4. renumber, rethink, 

re-enter
5. verbs, adjectives; 

observant, tolerant
6. crisis
7. piece of cake
8. Have you ever read a 

book by Roald Dahl, 
Judy Blume or Enid 
Blyton?

9. contraction
10. Swedish
11. actress
12. dad
13. this
14. could not (couldn’t)
15. I do not (don’t) like 

to read.

Weeks 25–32 
Assessment
1. bee in her bonnet
2. (a)  to say exactly 

what you think
 (b)  to be correct or 

find the problem/
answer

3. (a) gently, happily
 (b) adjective, adverb
4. (a)  famous, 

poisonous
 (b) noun, adjective
5. (a)  teacher, 

gardener
 (b) verb, noun
6. (a) cacti
 (b) oases
 (c) octopi
 (d) diagnoses
7. German
8. proper noun
9. A proper noun is 

the specific name 
of something or 
someone. A proper 
adjective is a proper 
noun that is used to 
describe someone or 
something.

10. rooster
11. woman

12. (a)  I do not (don’t) 
want to go home.

 (b)  I had not 
(hadn’t) caught 
the ball.

13. (a)  should not 
(shouldn’t)

 (b) will not (won’t)
14. (a) those
 (b) this
 (c) these
 (d) that
15. (a) this
 (b) those
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Weeks 1–8 
Week 1
Practice
1. (a) common noun

(b) abstract noun
(c) proper noun
(d) collective noun

2. Canadian, fastest, 
gold

Day 1
1. noun
2. concert, songs
3. length
4. short
5. autobiography
6. hasn’t
7. whole
8. libraries
9. My favourite fruits 

are apples and 
bananas.

10. australia, beijing, 
japanese

11. !
12. 4 (Jill, mother, plane, 

London)
13. big, new
14. Italian, Greek, Irish
15. Jill, Ireland

Day 2
1. adjective
2. Irish, Spanish
3. various
4. prey
5. ageless
6. imagine
7. breath, breathe
8. phone
9. Tom is going to 

Belfast Zoo with his 
parents.

10. You can see lions, 
bears, otters and 
zebras at the zoo.

11. ?
12. 3 (Kim, school, 

friends)
13. Kim
14. team
15. school

Day 3
1. 3 (Alice, face, 

embarrassment)
2. fear
3. answer
4. fast
5. dishonest
6. must have
7. wait
8. monkeys

9. The ship visited ports 
in Italy, France and 
Spain.

10. Amir cried, ‘I do love 
travelling to different 
countries!’

11. ?
12. Alice, water
13. young, salty
14. rougher
15. wave, water

Day 4
1. pair
2. Ben, Amy, Central 

Park
3. naughty
4. doubtful
5. weakness
6. ocean
7. allowed, aloud
8. tele
9. Ben and Amy help 

their dad, who builds 
bicycles.

10. A nutritious, 
inexpensive 
children’s menu was 
available.

11. Amy’s
12. 3 (Ben, Amy, bikes)
13. ambitious, successful
14. best
15. spare

Day 5
1. Dad
2. Mum
3. medicine
4. transparent
5. antisocial
6. mightn’t
7. flour
8. addresses
9. ‘What a beautiful 

bouquet!’ exclaimed 
Sinéad.

10. Tom said, ‘Yesterday 
I ran, swam and 
played tennis.’

11. Ian’s
12. Ryan
13. more than two things
14. two things
15. 2 (mum, housework)

Week 2
Practice
1. (a) was teasing, 

teasing, past
(b) are going, going, 

present
(c) will eat, eat, 

future

Day 1
1. is
2. was completed
3. disappear
4. uninteresting
5. harmful
6. bought, brought
7. as neat as a pin
8. history
9. ‘What’s on TV 

tonight?’ asked 
Samir.

10. Are sport, music and 
films included in the 
quiz?

11. Jim’s
12. proper adjective
13. Eiffel Tower
14. can walk
15. present tense

Day 2
1. verb
2. future
3. February
4. desert
5. misfire
6. pane
7. loaves
8. they are
9. at, north pole, 

january
10. ?
11. flock
12. colony, pod
13. larger
14. most ferocious
15. 5 (predators, seals, 

killer whales, great 
white sharks, threat)

Day 3
1. would like to climb
2. present tense
3. ordinary
4. reject
5. suitable
6. allowed
7. hatter
8. through
9. Conor asked, ‘Is 

Monday the last day 
to practise?’

10. !
11. team’s
12. proper noun
13. treacherous
14. safety
15. hope, return

Day 4
1. verb
2. migrate, fly
3. guide

4. entangled
5. impossible
6. air
7. calves
8. doesn’t
9. ‘I can’t believe you 

just did that!’ cried 
Ava.

10. ?
11. pack, herd
12. male
13. clutch
14. bigger
15. more protective

Day 5
1. was written
2. describes
3. library
4. random
5. information
6. brake, break
7. as hot as a furnace
8. devout
9. ‘Can I come with you 

to the library?’ asked 
Ian.

10. I have visited 
Thailand, Vietnam, 
France and Spain.

11. family’s
12. Around the World 

in 80 Days, Phileas 
Fogg

13. noun
14. Passepartout
15. adjective

Week 3
Practice
1. (a) ourselves

(b) mine
(c) anyone
(d) you

2. he, John

Day 1
1. mine
2. it, moon
3. famous
4. frequently
5. inactive, irregular
6. should’ve
7. muscle
8. curiosities
9. ‘What a fantastic 

view!’ marvelled Dad.
10. ‘I can see our 

house, the library, 
the hospital and 
the school!’ cried 
Michelle excitedly.

11. I, Highgate Road, 
Dublin

12. No
13. progress
14. ate, gazed
15. pride

Day 2
1. I, myself
2. I
3. available
4. disastrous
5. happiness, sadness
6. average
7. rhyme, rhythm
8. half
9. That boy’s results 

were excellent.
10. aunt’s
11. can travel
12. present
13. travel
14. take
15. read

Day 3
1. nobody
2. itself
3. bruise
4. sufficient
5. reappear, relive
6. they will
7. grown
8. potatoes
9. ‘You are never ready 

for school on time!’ I 
told my lazy brother.

10. My favourite subjects 
are English, art, 
geography and 
history.

11. was paddling
12. Yes
13. pod
14. past tense
15. No

Day 4
1. we, us
2. Everyone, it
3. nuisance
4. relaxed
5. courageous, 

outrageous
6. correct
7. stare
8. three
9. I am flying to Europe 

to visit my Aunt Ella.
10. I will visit Italy, 

Austria, Germany 
and Hungary while I 
am there.

11. will meet
12. beautiful
13. famous
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14. Austrian
15. European

Day 5
1. Somebody
2. firefighters
3. foreign
4. related
5. disagree, disbelief
6. they’ve
7. bored
8. stomachs
9. ‘What career would 

you like to have?’ 
asked Mr Moore.

10. ‘An astronaut, 
a firefighter, a 
zookeeper or the 
president!’ answered 
James excitedly.

11. Earth, Mars, Mercury, 
Venus

12. firefighters
13. interest
14. trust
15. peace

Week 4
Practice
1. (a) mum’s

(b) children’s
(c) dog’s
(d) teachers’

Day 1
1. uncle’s
2. No
3. necessary
4. join
5. frighten, terrorise
6. lose, loose
7. foreign
8. ‘Where is the Andes 

Mountain Range?’ 
asked Miss Walsh.

9. This term, we shall 
study mountains.

10. will climb
11. climb
12. We
13. on
14. down
15. their

Day 2
1. birds’
2. No
3. recognise
4. dependable
5. defrost, devalue
6. medal
7. might, have
8. watches

9. Rhythmic gymnastics 
requires the use of 
a ball, a ribbon, a 
hoop and clubs.

10. Chinese
11. was amazed, 

performed
12. Yes
13. meddle
14. ribbon, body
15. she, my friend

Day 3
1. friend’s
2. Yes
3. interrupt
4. assist
5. attraction, conclusion
6. accept, except
7. innocent
8. ?
9. On the island of 

Sicily, there is an 
active volcano called 
Mount Etna.

10. night
11. tallest
12. has erupted
13. beauty
14. Italian
15. no

Day 4
1. builders’
2. No
3. between
4. question
5. prehistory, preview
6. pier
7. you’d
8. echoes
9. After seeing their 

great test scores, the 
twins’ grandmother 
gave them a special 
treat.

10. are called
11. are
12. Paul, Ann
13. common
14. cousins
15. enjoy

Day 5
1. girl’s
2. Yes
3. energy
4. contract
5. adaptable, agreeable
6. threw, through
7. thread
8. Located in France, 

the Bayeux Tapestry 
shows the events of 
a historic battle.

9. In October 1066, the 
Battle of Hastings 
was fought between 
English and Norman 
forces.

10. was killed
11. English
12. won
13. nouns
14. powerful
15. Peace

Week 5
Practice
1. beautifully
2. Tomorrow
3. usually
4. almost

Day 1
1. usually
2. how often
3. disastrous
4. erase
5. disorder, disconnect
6. won’t
7. blew
8. loaves
9. Before eating, you 

should always wash 
your hands.

10. holiday
11. Friday
12. starts
13. better
14. best
15. mine, yours

Day 2
1. carefully
2. how
3. favourite
4. deny
5. breakage, baggage
6. decision
7. proof, prove
8. as agile as a monkey
9. Dad’s
10. sisters’
11. Teacher check
12. can change
13. lions
14. helpful, heavy
15. he, Dad

Day 3
1. forever
2. how long
3. special
4. marvellous
5. antifreeze
6. shan’t
7. alter
8. diary

9. After the first 
snowfall, everywhere 
seemed silent.

10. pleasure
11. Teacher check
12. worse
13. worst
14. everyone
15. lovely

Day 4
1. superbly
2. how
3. secretary
4. similar
5. adventurous, glorious
6. previous
7. passed, past
8. sharp
9. Ronan’s, 

grandparents’
10. mice’s
11. Teacher check
12. would be interested
13. pack
14. caring, precious
15. it, penguin chick

Day 5
1. already
2. when
3. different
4. mixture
5. inappropriate, illegal
6. you’ll
7. bear
8. sheep
9. After a warm-up, you 

should stretch before 
exercising.

10. Pacific Ocean
11. is
12. reduce
13. more severe
14. most severe
15. ours, we, it

Week 6
Practice
1. in, under
2. No
3. on

Day 1
1. behind
2. Yes
3. opposite
4. maybe
5. pianist, archaeologist
6. mammoth
7. expand
8. its
9. teammates’

10. team’s
11. may ride, might rain
12. tomorrow
13. before
14. I, I
15. when

Day 2
1. at
2. under
3. enough
4. pleased
5. prepay, preview
6. don’t
7. rubbish
8. herd
9. Before Dad could 

eat, the cat jumped 
on to the table.

10. Public transport 
includes the bus, the 
train and the ferry.

11. soon
12. dearer, older
13. cheapest
14. phone, head, arm
15. Teacher check

Day 3
1. to, at
2. for
3. learn
4. exhausted
5. mummify, purify
6. paralysed
7. its
8. soar
9. home’s
10. cats’
11. should learn
12. constantly
13. seldom
14. cute, old, cardboard
15. as

Day 4
1. through
2. on
3. cupboard
4. expand
5. anticlockwise
6. weren’t
7. fish
8. bow
9. After cleaning the 

kennels, the boy 
mucked out the 
stables.

10. His chores included 
sweeping the yard, 
grooming the horses, 
cleaning the stables 
and feeding them.
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11. mare
12. snorted, waited, 

watched
13. bull
14. crueller
15. theirs

Day 5
1. over, across
2. Yes
3. calendar
4. precise
5. accuracy, literacy
6. rough
7. vein
8. quite, quiet
9. swimmer’s
10. squad’s
11. must train
12. loudly
13. soon
14. verb
15. since

Week 7
Practice
1. Are you walking 

home today? asked 
Ella.

2. My mum is picking 
me up today

3. ‘Maybe tomorrow?’ 
said Ella hopefully. ‘I 
like having someone 
to walk with’.

Day 1
1. I’m tired, yawned 

Dan.
2. Dad said, ‘Perhaps 

you should go to bed 
early tonight’.

3. marvellous
4. round
5. not
6. when is, when has
7. buries
8. skies, days
9. the boy’s dog
10. to increase the value
11. after
12. Yes
13. fantastic
14. happy, great
15. Teacher check

Day 2
1. Remember to close 

the gate
2. ‘Of course!’ replied 

the new zookeeper. 
‘We wouldn’t want 
any animals to 
escape!’

3. ancient
4. conceited
5. famous, dangerous
6. ditch
7. desert
8. dog
9. more than one
10. The zookeeper 

opened the gate, fed 
the lions and then 
left without locking 
the gate behind him.

11. relief
12. to confuse
13. complaining
14. in
15. perform

Day 3
1. Look at the fire! cried 

Eli.
2. ‘Stand back young 

man!’ ordered the 
firefighters.

3. courage
4. hide
5. half
6. I have
7. wandered
8. ponies, trays
9. the children’s books
10. extreme
11. ran, called
12. behind
13. smoke, rooms, house
14. lucky, major
15. nobody

Day 4
1. I always miss the 

green lights!
2. ‘Not always’, I said 

laughing. ‘We just 
went through two 
green lights!’

3. difference
4. hide
5. cyclist, psychologist
6. harmony
7. main
8. tooth
9. one
10. crazy panic
11. mistakenly
12. he, them
13. was
14. in
15. down

Day 5
1. Amy wailed, I’m so 

upset!
2. ‘Calm down’, said her 

mother in a soothing 

voice. ‘Everything will 
be alright’.

3. identity
4. wreck
5. between
6. they are
7. stationary
8. Fridays, armies
9. the horses’ tails
10. Amy needs a brush, 

a comb, a helmet 
and a jacket before 
the competition.

11. beneath
12. Yes
13. Teacher check
14. tired, happy, lovely
15. next, kind

Week 8
Day 1
1. profession
2. tiny
3. stop
4. suite
5. a person who studies 

the stars
6. south
7. more than one
8. What a great race!
9. The women’s team 

were congratulated 
by the club’s 
president. For the 
third year in a row, 
they were victorious.

10. to fill up again
11. Teacher check
12. pronoun
13. leading
14. trained
15. beside

Day 2
1. medals
2. curious
3. above
4. hire
5. monkeys, flies
6. shall not
7. the house’s roof
8. Stop thief! cried 

Mum.
9. Since
10. to prevent
11. had owned
12. verb
13. with, on
14. nervous, fancy
15. stolen, best

Day 3
1. variety
2. polite
3. look
4. steel
5. a person who studies 

rocks
6. throat
7. more than one
8. Everyone is safe.
9. Many buildings were 

demolished after the 
earthquake. Their 
foundations had 
been damaged by 
the violent event.

10. to tear down
11. its
12. was gone
13. had
14. Yes
15. will be remembered

Day 4
1. persuade
2. protected
3. across
4. sell
5. journeys, rubies
6. cannot
7. the lions’ den
8. Go away! shouted 

Tom.
9. On clear days, 

Tom can see many 
species of birds.

10. to think about
11. quickly
12. followed, saw, chase
13. Yes
14. pleasure
15. Majestic, clear, 

delicate, gentle

Day 5
1. fortunate
2. disorganised
3. sly
4. vain
5. a person who studies 

living things
6. effect
7. one
8. I always get the 

rotten jobs.
9. pronoun
10. having no respect for 

something
11. them
12. their
13. preposition
14. slept
15. deter

Review
1. answer
2. caught
3. disagree, immortal
4. might’ve
5. altar
6. churches
7. ‘Please, may I have 

some more?’ asked 
Oliver.

8. churches’
9. Brett, Joli
10. beautiful, tall, French, 

rude
11. future
12. preposition
13. cast
14. most famous, best
15. was pleased

Weeks 1–8 Review
Day 1 Review
1. certain
2. certain
3. senseless, fearless
4. engulf
5. allowed, aloud
6. flower
7. ‘You will do as I say, 

Cotter!’ exploded 
Professor Drape.

8. Mum’s parents
9. early
10. traffic, station, air
11. less busy
12. walk
13. will leave
14. I, myself, I
15. Usk, Gar, Chestle

Day 2 Review
1. recognise
2. often
3. disrespect, disqualify
4. would’ve
5. cells
6. radios
7. Gary cried out, 

‘Watch out Tom! It’s 
Lord Walbernort!’

8. Gary’s
9. friends
10. were rescued, past
11. warm, comforting
12. adverb
13. they, friends
14. beneath
15. pronoun

Day 3 Review
1. damage
2. stressed
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3. logical, musical
4. surge
5. stairs
6. board
7. more than one
8. Isn’t dinner ready 

yet?
9. adjective
10. abstract noun
11. proper nouns
12. had lived
13. sister
14. soon, reluctantly
15. beloved, grey

Day 4 Review
1. Twelfth
2. inquisitive
3. disagree, disobey
4. won’t
5. wandered
6. skies
7. the tree’s branches
8. Where are you 

going? asked Dad.
9. secretly
10. verb
11. I, it, anybody
12. under
13. had wanted, past
14. shiny, new
15. was

Weeks 1–8 
Assessment
1. Common nouns: 

bus, pencil; proper 
nouns: Saturn, 
Easter; abstract 
nouns: dream, 
jealousy; masculine 
nouns: king, rooster; 
feminine nouns: hen, 
queen; collective 
nouns: flock of birds, 
pod of dolphins

2. (a)  Irish, proper 
adjective

(b) harder, 
comparative 
adjective

(c) best, superlative 
adjective

(d) intricate, 
common 
adjective

3. pestered, cries, gives, 
wants, was, said

4. was upset, were 
having, past

5. (a) them
(b) it, yours

(c) itself
(d) everyone

6. (a) they
(b) ours
(c) ourselves
(d) anyone

7. the dogs’ bones, the 
children’s hats

8. (a) and (c)
9. daily
10. beautifully
11. Yesterday
12. (a) from

(b) outside
(c) in

13. Where: outside; 
When: in; Direction: 
from

14. (a) direct speech
(b) reported speech

15. (a) ‘Bring me that 
ball!’ said the 
teacher sternly. 
‘You can collect 
it from me at the 
end of the day.’

Weeks 9–16
Week 9
Practice
1.  My bike rolled down 

the hill.
2.  while

Day 1
1. Ella was relieved, she 

saw her friends at 
the park.

2. so
3. lightning
4. shabby
5. enough
6. I would
7. hole
8. alibis, taxis, skis
9. roof’s
10. During the storm; we 

lost a few tiles from 
the roof.

11. ‘Others have suffered 
more damage than 
us’, murmured Joe, 
‘so we shouldn’t 
complain.’ 
OR 
‘Others have suffered 
more damage than 
us,’ murmured Joe, 
‘so we shouldn’t 
complain.’

12. went, had
13. to anger

14. among
15. Yes

Day 2
1. I go to school; I will 

be visiting my uncle.
2. If
3. competition
4. serious
5. alienate, assassinate
6. feature
7. piece
8. internal
9. more than one
10. Tim
11. ‘I should have 

enough’, he 
continued, ‘by the 
holidays.’ 
OR 
‘I should have 
enough,’ he 
continued, ‘by the 
holidays.’

12. on
13. body movement
14. desperately
15. won

Day 3
1. I will read a book
2. but
3. queue
4. harsh
5. ink
6. we had
7. serial
8. torches, buses, boxes
9. politicians’
10. Vote for our party; 

and see the country 
prosper.

11. ‘Don’t be fooled’, 
replied Clark Kane, 
‘the country deserves 
a better government.’ 
OR 
‘Don’t be fooled,’ 
replied Clark Kane, 
‘the country deserves 
a better government.’

12. Teacher check
13. elected by the 

people
14. dull, boring, many
15. thought

Day 4
1. please make sure 

your room is tidy
2. although
3. foreign
4. gentle
5. medicate, motivate

6. stick
7. vein
8. cure
9. more than one
10. the scientist
11. ‘In little over 200 

years’, she went on, 
‘we have brought 
our 4-billion-year-old 
planet to its knees.’ 
OR 
‘In little over 200 
years,’ she went on, 
‘we have brought 
our 4-billion-year-old 
planet to its knees.’

12. educated
13. thoughtlessly
14. solved
15. forgotten

Day 5
1. You may have 

dessert
2. While
3. bargain
4. valiant
5. forest
6. what would
7. poured
8. studios, radios, patios
9. writers’
10. Writing a book; can 

be challenging
11. ‘My first book’, 

Sophie added, ‘took 
the longest to write.’ 
OR 
‘My first book’, 
Sophie added, ‘took 
the longest to write.’

12. exciting, insecure
13. person who governs 

by his/her own rules
14. unexpectedly
15. write

Week 10
Practice
1. Ben sighed, ‘It looks 

like the rain will start 
soon’,

2. ‘It’s been nothing but 
rain all week’, said 
Jessica.

3. ‘When will it ever 
end?’ replied Ben.

4. ‘My socks are 
soaking’, said Bill. 
‘The rain has gone 
right through.’

Day 1
1. Josie asked, ‘Would 

you like to come with 
me?’

2. ,
3. rhythm
4. hostile
5. attractive, selective
6. varnish
7. badly
8. first
9. more than one
10. stated Chloe
11. ‘Acrobatics,’ she 

continued, ‘is in my 
blood.’ 
OR 
‘Acrobatics’, she 
continued, ‘is in my 
blood.’

12. Swiss
13. a way of doing 

something
14. fallen
15. Whenever

Day 2
1. ‘Please come with 

me’, whined Josie.
2. missing comma after 

direct speech
3. ancient
4. hazardous
5. delicate
6. who had
7. site
8. buffaloes, echoes, 

torpedoes
9. America’s
10. Machu Picchu; is 

600 years old
11. ‘The Spanish 

invaders’, he added, 
‘were unaware of its 
existence.’ 
OR 
‘The Spanish 
invaders’, he added, 
‘were unaware of its 
existence.’

12. Spanish
13. to steal items using 

force
14. is
15. so

Day 3
1. ‘Come with me!’ 

demanded Josie.
2. no comma after 

exclamation mark
3. soldier
4. rigid
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5. happily, angrily
6. beacon
7. lie
8. woman
9. one
10. began Mr Hill
11. ‘Such a place’, he 

continued, ‘is perfect 
for mummification.’ 
OR 
‘Such a place,’ he 
continued, ‘is perfect 
for mummification.’

12. in
13. will
14. broken
15. because

Day 4
1. ‘I know where we can 

go’, suggested Josie. 
‘Come with me.’ 
OR 
‘I know where we can 
go,’ suggested Josie. 
‘Come with me.’

2. ,
3. recognise
4. ample
5. midge
6. how would
7. quay
8. solos, zeros, 

avocados
9. France’s
10. At the age of 84; 

the mime artist and 
war hero, Marcel 
Marceau, has died.

11. ‘Marcel Marceau,’ 
he continued, 
‘will always be 
remembered for his 
character, ‘Bip’ the 
clown.’ 
OR 
‘Marcel Marceau’, 
he continued, 
‘will always be 
remembered for his, 
character, ‘Bip’ the 
clown.’

12. French
13. celebrated or famous
14. during
15. and

Day 5
1. ‘It’s not fair’, 

lamented Josie, ‘that 
no one ever comes 
with me.’ 
OR

 ‘It’s not fair,’ 
lamented Josie, ‘that 
no one ever comes 
with me.’

2. ‘Your new haircut’, 
praised Tom, ‘is so 
nice!’

3. harrass
4. authentic
5. poisonous, envious
6. jostle
7. vain
8. free
9. more than one
10. ‘Shark finning’, Ali 

began, ‘should be 
banned.’ 
OR 
‘Shark finning,’ Ali 
began, ‘should be 
banned.’

11. ‘When sharks are 
caught’, she said, 
‘their fins are cut off 
and the sharks are 
thrown back in the 
water.’ 
OR

 ‘When sharks are 
caught,’ she said, 
‘their fins are cut off 
and the sharks are 
thrown back in the 
water.’

12. are
13. really
14. thrown
15. Unless

Week 11
Practice
1. which on
2. many

Day 1
1. plural noun
2. any
3. available
4. driven
5. precaution
6. Tom is
7. heir
8. happiest, loneliest
9. are two sentences
10. full stop
11. Carter had found 

the tomb of Queen 
Hatshepsut.

12. once
13. engraved
14. was eaten
15. distress

Day 2
1. which ones
2. This
3. excellent
4. safe
5. support, select
6. league
7. current
8. zebra
9. are two sentences
10. capital letter
11. adjective
12. usually
13. proper adjective
14. hardship
15. through, to, of

Day 3
1. a singular noun
2. less
3. especially
4. accept
5. unnatural
6. Dad has or Dad is
7. scent
8. wearier, easier
9. is one sentence
10. comma
11. few people knew 

what marine 
creatures looked like

12. when
13. preposition
14. passion
15. Teacher check

Day 4
1. which one
2. that
3. nuisance
4. continue
5. fear, wonder
6. dolphin
7. its
8. fish
9. is one sentence
10. lower-case letter
11. adjective
12. often
13. proper noun
14. captured
15. inside, around

Day 5
1. which one
2. Many
3. achieve
4. timid
5. subtle
6. where will
7. coarse
8. chewiest, cheekiest

9. are two sentences
10. full stop
11. venom can be used 

as medicine to help 
the sick

12. after
13. preposition
14. pain
15. He

Week 12
Practice
1. high-speed
2. post office

Day 1
1. fireplace
2. school bus
3. appreciate
4. ashamed
5. enjoy
6. passed
7. servant
8. shark
9. are two sentences
10. capital Y
11. how much
12. less
13. plenty of
14. which ones
15. this

Day 2
1. warm-up
2. hot dog, football
3. bruise
4. stop
5. prosper
6. our
7. what had
8. occupies, parties, 

worries
9. is one sentence
10. ,
11. Yes
12. until
13. verb
14. in
15. to shrink gradually

Day 3
1. cupboard
2. peanut butter
3. handkerchief
4. allow
5. bitter, happy
6. steal
7. prohibit
8. bear
9. is one sentence
10. lower-case d
11. Those

12. Every
13. which one
14. some
15. This, many

Day 4
1. full-time
2. great-grandfather, 

bow tie
3. mention
4. sleeping
5. mislead
6. heal
7. could have
8. bullies, hurries, spies
9. are two sentences.
10. .
11. they, Campers
12. While
13. adjective
14. beside
15. an animal that eats 

plants.

Day 5
1. legroom, notebook
2. earthquake
3. decide
4. compulsory
5. danger, fame
6. There
7. friend
8. cheese
9. are two sentences
10. capital T
11. that
12. Those, these
13. Those, that
14. some
15. a little, plenty of

Week 13
Practice
1.  who recently started 

at our school
2.  The school, which 

was established in 
1801, was renowned 
for its musical 
excellence.

Day 1
1. Our dog, now that 

he is older, sleeps 
inside.

2. while Mum is busy 
cooking dinner

3. actual
4. gain
5. combine
6. mightn’t
7. past
8. carrying, dying, riding
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9. At the side of the 

road, the child sat 
crying.

10. The children’s menu 
gave a choice: 
chicken nuggets, 
pizza and fish all 
served with french 
fries, mash or salad.

11. she
12. my parents, they
13. plays
14. many
15. Playing

Day 2
1. despite appearing 

unfriendly
2. We found out, 

after introducing 
ourselves, that she 
has twenty-eight 
grandchildren.

3. regular
4. leave
5. industrial
6. circus
7. current
8. Texas
9. Sophie; I want to stay 

up late
10. Sophie tried the soft 

approach and said, 
‘Please may I stay up 
a little later?’

11. always
12. clumsily
13. school bus
14. Tony
15. He, they

Day 3
1. I have collected, 

since my sixth 
birthday, over 200 
rare and unique 
coins.

2. though not the most 
valuable

3. suggest
4. mix
5. unimportant
6. wouldn’t
7. guessed
8. hitting, tying
9. As the clock 

struck midnight, 
the princess 
disappeared.

10. The sports available 
were: tennis or 
badminton, netball 
or basketball and 
cricket or baseball.

11. he
12. Sam
13. visit
14. that
15. swum

Day 4
1. a sweet and friendly 

girl
2. Red Riding Hood, 

ignoring her mother’s 
advice, was followed 
by a cunning wolf.

3. recent
4. doubt
5. servant
6. depend
7. currants
8. Pacific
9. The voice; What are 

you doing in my 
house?

10. Greta stuttered a 
reply, ‘I thought it 
was derelict. Please 
forgive me.’

11. joyfully
12. tomorrow
13. tomcat
14. flock of birds
15. but

Day 5
1. The ice cream man, 

impatiently waiting 
for my decision, 
asked me again what 
flavour I would like.

2. except for chocolate
3. muscle
4. definite
5. energy
6. shan’t
7. heard
8. stopping, lying
9. With a sinking 

feeling, the player 
left the pitch.

10. The choices for 
the party included 
bowling, watersports, 
laser games and 
disco, with food as 
an optional extra.

11. you
12. Tim, Joe
13. is, are
14. that
15. Following

Week 14
Practice
1. (a) the

(b) a
(c) an

Day 1
1. a, the
2. a
3. remember
4. deny
5. testimonial
6. device
7. embers
8. Amazon
9. The general, Just 

one more push, boys, 
and we’ll be through 
enemy lines!

10. A young corporal 
spoke up bravely, ‘Do 
you think I’ll live to 
see my newborn son, 
sir?’

11. always
12. ?
13. stop, have
14. 4 (bottles, water, 

snack, ride)
15. In

Day 2
1. The, the
2. an
3. mischievous
4. rot
5. subject
6. passed
7. shouldn’t
8. post-mortem
9. For the third time 

this week, Dad’s car 
would not start.

10. At the end of the 
party, Dad’s 50th, we 
were exhausted.

11. I
12. Pavol
13. goes, go
14. lost
15. kept

Day 3
1. a, the
2. a
3. according
4. kind
5. glorious
6. roots
7. flicker
8. spider
9. The crowd; Hurrah 

for our Olympic 

champions
10. The President joked, 

‘There’s a large 
crowd here today. 
Is anything special 
happening?’

11. anxiously
12. In, for, behind
13. Yes
14. fear
15. flew

Day 4
1. a, the
2. an
3. amateur
4. foe
5. exact
6. father
7. won’t
8. off-peak
9. By taking the short 

cut, we arrived home 
much earlier.

10. According to Beth, 
the lady next door, 
the post came late.

11. it
12. bus
13. know
14. felt
15. Travelling

Day 5
1. a
2. an
3. awkward
4. bright
5. ceremonial
6. prophecy
7. gradual
8. soil
9. Mrs Abbott; A mouse! 

It’s a mouse!
10. Tim from class spoke 

calmly, ‘Are you 
afraid of mice Mrs 
Abbott?’

11. silently
12. peace/piece
13. No
14. emotion
15. in

Week 15
Practice
1. (a) very

(b) absolutely
2. large

Day 1
1. quite
2. busy
3. committee

4. argue
5. re
6. suite
7. who’ll
8. hurries, studies
9. Lots of people enjoy 

takeaway meals, 
but my family and I 
prefer home-cooked 
food.

10. a full stop
11. his notes
12. in
13. dropped
14. threw
15. If

Day 2
1. absolutely
2. dreadful
3. controversy
4. peace
5. atomise, cannibalise
6. pear
7. multitude
8. twenty-first
9. The medicine box 

contained bandages, 
antiseptic cream, 
painkillers and a pair 
of scissors.

10. The posters, 
plastered all over 
the blank wall, 
advertised that the 
circus was coming to 
town.

11. them
12. meals
13. extremely hungry
14. a
15. but

Day 3
1. completely
2. taller
3. language
4. rise
5. over
6. mist
7. why’d
8. marries, supplies, 

buys
9. The River Nile was 

ready to burst its 
banks.

10. a comma
11. eyed
12. the
13. jumped
14. behind, into
15. because
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Day 4
1. incredibly
2. worn out
3. persuade
4. sensible
5. threaten, frighten
6. pair
7. poem
8. greatgrandmother
9. The indoor activities 

included weaving, 
painting, stencilling, 
calligraphy and 
scrapbooking.

10. My father, a 
professional 
handyman, has 
taught me many 
useful skills.

11. they
12. walking boots
13. deciding
14. a
15. When

Day 5
1. so
2. interesting
3. vehicle
4. display
5. mis
6. patients
7. where’ve
8. scurries, relies
9. I hope we’re not 

given too much 
homework tonight.

10. a comma
11. gave
12. we
13. will give
14. beneath, from
15. so

Week 16
Day 1
1. variety
2. revive
3. assassinate, 

hyphenate
4. while
5. enemy
6. geology
7. Japan
8. We visited the 

supermarket, two 
clothes shops, a 
games shop and a 
bookshop.

9. ladies’
10. it
11. the match

12. .
13. really
14. quickly
15. Before

Day 2
1. thorough
2. isolated
3. disallowed
4. fined
5. plural
6. how’d
7. worries, buries, says
8. I still can’t believe 

that our team won.
9. Michelle announced, 

‘I have worked hard 
at school and my 
results are great.’

10. definite
11. how much
12. went
13. on, in
14. After
15. dull, boring and 

unchanging

Day 3
1. temperature
2. praise
3. acidify, solidify
4. wondered
5. highest
6. bruise
7. ostrich
8. Dad tried a number 

of tools to break the 
lock: a hammer, a 
saw, a drill and even 
a large stone.

9. parents’
10. it
11. My friends
12. Ill
13. so
14. weak
15. When

Day 4
1. system
2. peak
3. un
4. war
5. dishonest
6. what’re
7. carries, tries
8. The television show 

was interrupted by a 
breaking news story.

9. The news reporter 
announced, ‘We 
interrupt this 
programme to bring 
you some shocking 
news.’

10. work
11. those
12. are
13. from, near
14. present tense
15. a small amount

Day 5
1. suggest
2. bury
3. memorise, apologise
4. stake
5. place
6. delight
7. wind
8. I like reading about 

unicorns, goblins, 
giants, centaurs, 
dragons and wizards.

9. sisters’
10. they
11. Two windows
12. up
13. most
14. possible
15. but

Review
1. decide
2. dangerous
3. foreign
4. what had
5. serial
6. good-looking
7. is one sentence
8. ‘Maybe’, he 

continued, ‘some of 
your friends will be 
there’.

9. The Inca Empire, the 
largest empire in the 
Americas at the time, 
came to an end in a 
small room.

10. very
11. these
12. much
13. If
14. 2 (a, the)
15. Atahualpa was 

strangled.

Weeks 9–16 
Review
Day 1 Review
1. language
2. hilarious

3. dangerously, wickedly
4. beacon
5. main
6. rainforest
7. ‘This race’, began the 

trainer, ‘is the last of 
the season.’

8. ‘This evening’, he 
continued, ‘we 
will celebrate our 
success.’

9. The Bermuda 
Triangle, also 
known as the Devil’s 
Triangle, is a section 
of the North Atlantic 
Ocean.

10. extremely
11. many
12. this
13. an
14. although
15. some cases of 

missing people in 
the Bermuda Triangle 
have still not been 
solved

Day 2 Review
1. remember
2. decay
3. free
4. won’t
5. guest
6. thirty-three
7. two sentences
8. capital Y
9. Timbuktu, despite 

being a real place, 
is often believed to 
exist only in legends.

10. incredibly
11. this
12. much
13. so
14. Timbuktu is now an 

impoverished city.
15. 4 (The, a, the, an)

Day 3 Review
1. bruise
2. gloomy
3. servant
4. flatter
5. routes
6. school bus
7. The crowd, We want 

Three Connections!
8. The pop group 

appeared on the 
balcony. ‘Greetings 
everyone. We are so 
happy to be here.’

9. The lead singer, 
after grabbing 
the microphone, 
dedicated the tour to 
their loyal fans.

10. an
11. many
12. this
13. extremely
14. Archimedes 

discovered 
his famous 
displacement of 
water theory.

15. as

Day 4 Review
1. recent
2. solitary
3. re
4. where have
5. patience
6. thirty-three
7. ‘Learning a foreign 

language can be 
fun’, said Julie. ‘I 
enjoy acting out 
everyday situations.’

8. ‘I want to travel 
as soon as I 
leave school’, she 
continued, ‘but my 
parents say I have to 
earn some money 
first.’

9. Julius Caesar, born 
in 100 BC, was a 
powerful leader in 
Ancient Rome.

10. many
11. highly
12. these
13. because
14. Julius Caesar was 

assassinated by a 
group of senators.

15. 3 (The, the, the)

Weeks 9–16 
Assessment
1. (a)  Seals are 

semiaquatic 
mammals that 
spend most of 
their time in the 
water, although 
they often come 
to land to escape 
predators.
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 (b) Despite having 

many natural 
predators like 
killer whales 
and great white 
sharks, these are 
not the greatest 
threat to seals.

2. (a) since
(b) Unless

3. (a)  ‘Come on, 
Falcons!’ wailed 
Tom. ‘Don’t let 
them win!’

(b) Josie sighed, 
‘He always gets 
like this when he 
watches sport.’

4. (a)  ‘After lunch’, said 
Dad, ‘we’ll all go 
to the beach‘.

(b) ‘I’d like to eat 
lunch now’, said 
Tom.

5. (a) ‘Tom, can you 
please help me 
with lunch?’, 
asked Dad.

(b) ‘But Dad!’ Tom 
complained. ‘why 
can’t Josie help 
you?’

6. (a) these
(b) that
(c) That
(d) those

7. (a) no tick, much
(b) tick
(c) no tick, many

8. (a) peanut butter
(b) ice cream

9. onequarter, fortyfour
10. (a)  Our creepy old 

neighbour, 
considered by 
many of the local 
children to be a 
witch, peered at 
us from behind 
her curtains.

(b) Jimmy, the 
youngest and 
most courageous 
boy in our group, 
waved at her 
with a friendly 
smile.

11. (a)  despite seeming 
scary

(b) often two or 
three times per 
week

12. (a) an
(b) a

13. Although the  
games were lots 
of fun, I will have 
to save my money 
before I can make a 
trip there again.

14. (a) extremely
(b) very
(c) quite

15. Teacher check

Weeks 17–24

Week 17
Practice
1. consequently
2. otherwise

Day 1
1. consequently
2. finally
3. exaggerate
4. cover
5. collection, 

information
6. steak
7. geese, ox
8. camera
9. field
10. ‘No’, he replied. ‘I 

have to go to the 
park first.’ 
OR 
‘No,’ he replied. ‘I 
have to go to the 
park first.’

11. ‘What is the capital 
of Peru?’ Julie 
asked.

12. is caused, by
13. Plaque is caused by 

bacteria.
14. yourself
15. himself

Day 2
1. also
2. then
3. cemetery
4. durable
5. un
6. current
7. said, relied
8. how’re, how’ve
9. buffalo
10. ‘Those animals are 

called antelope,’ said 
Dara. 
OR 
‘Those animals are 
called antelope’, 
said Dara.

11. Inspector Mulligan, 
the leader of the 
investigation, caught 
the culprit.

12. are fascinated, by
13. Some athletes are 

badly affected by 
fame.

14. themselves
15. ourselves

Day 3
1. instead
2. otherwise
3. community
4. adore
5. population, 

imagination
6. much
7. deer, thief
8. degree
9. basketball
10. The woman yelled, 

‘Close the door after 
you!’

11. ‘Who scored the 
goal?’ enquired 
Abdul.

12. is caused by
13. Diet and exercise 

promote good 
health./Exercise and 
diet promote good 
health.

14. ourselves
15. themselves

Day 4
1. because
2. meanwhile
3. Curiosity
4. gentle
5. re
6. pear
7. hurried, supplied
8. why’re, why’ve
9. ocean
10. ‘Do not run across 

the road,’ warned 
Mum. 
OR 
‘Do not run across 
the road’, warned 
Mum.

11. ‘I would never do 
that, Mum’, replied 
Frank. 
OR 
‘I would never do 
that, Mum,’ replied 
Frank.

12. are helped, by
13. Libraries have a great 

selection of books.

14. myself
15. herself

Day 5
1. besides
2. however
3. environment
4. freedom
5. reflection, 

confirmation
6. site
7. churches, buzzes
8. finance
9. Austria
10. ‘There is so much 

to do,’ complained 
John. 
OR 
‘There is so much 
to do’, complained 
John.

11. Denise said, ‘Your 
really kind brother 
will help you.’

12. are delighted, by
13. Tourists appreciate 

traditional foods.
14. themselves
15. ourselves

Week 18
Practice
1. (a) whether, or

(b) neither, nor
2. (a) or

(b) and

Day 1
1. neither, nor
2. and
3. frequently
4. amiable
5. re
6. moose
7. scurried, buried, 

prayed
8. guide
9. familiar, family
10. ‘Help me!’ cried Jay. 

‘I think I’m falling!’
11. ‘Where’s the dog’s 

blanket?’ asked 
Mum.

12. him
13. usually
14. although
15. however

Day 2
1. Either, or
2. but
3. guarantee
4. proud

5. eruption, 
preservation

6. sight
7. large
8. when’re, when’ve
9. courteous, courtesy
10. Joe’s
11. Pippa’s, Kate’s
12. anyone
13. hardest
14. extremely
15. Mum

Day 3
1. whether, or
2. or
3. immediately
4. thankful
5. dis
6. reign
7. worried, tried, played
8. laurel
9. enter, entrance
10. Walking into the 

kitchen, Joe asked, 
‘What’s cooking?’

11. ‘Are the girls’ toys 
inside their bags?’ 
asked the man’s 
wife.

12. yourself
13. aimlessly
14. meanwhile
15. despite

Day 4
1. both, and
2. nor
3. marvellous
4. dishonourable
5. expression, 

conservation
6. piece
7. to watch
8. what’re, what’ve
9. flour, floury
10. Taryn’s
11. Rex’s, Rover’s
12. this
13. taller
14. really
15. nephew

Day 5
1. No sooner, than
2. or
3. neighbour
4. cruel
5. re
6. source
7. stayed, hurried, 

bought
8. significant
9. creation, creative
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10. ‘What a great song!’ 

marvelled Ali. ‘Who’s 
singing?’

11. ‘What’ve you done to 
it?’ asked the child’s 
big sister.

12. ourselves
13. almost
14. otherwise
15. therefore

Week 19
Practice
1. (a) kept

(b) found
(c) broken

Day 1
1. betrayed, betraying
2. to discover
3. sufficient
4. organise
5. bi
6. would have
7. plane
8. The bus driver 

announced, ‘The bus 
is full.’

9. Marie whispered, ‘I 
hid the money in the 
safe.’

10. past tense
11. unconditionally
12. preposition
13. itself
14. himself
15. not, but

Day 2
1. pulled, pulling
2. to learn
3. twelfth
4. survive
5. hesitation, 

suggestion
6. culprit
7. pain
8. Charles Dickens 

wrote ‘A Christmas 
Carol.’

9. Goldie’s
10. Bill’s
11. tallest
12. too
13. kites, wind, frames
14. adverb
15. friend, tourist

Day 3
1. bullied, bullying
2. to read
3. recommend
4. understand

5. tele
6. could have
7. right
8. I asked my friend, 

‘Did you get concert 
tickets?’

9. ‘I like milk chocolate,’ 
said Ryan, ‘but I don’t 
like white chocolate.’ 
OR 
‘I like milk 
chocolate’, said 
Ryan, ‘but I don’t like 
white chocolate.’

10. past
11. convincingly
12. preposition
13. herself
14. themselves
15. either, or

Day 4
1. protected, protecting
2. to put
3. restaurant
4. collect
5. invention, 

consideration
6. fetlock
7. It’s
8. Roald Dahl wrote 

‘The Witches’.
9. Dad’s
10. Grandma’s, 

Grandpa’s
11. better
12. so
13. ram
14. adverb
15. parent, child

Day 5
1. decayed, decaying
2. to come
3. physical
4. choose
5. re
6. should have
7. steel
8. ‘Dad asked, ‘What 

colour would you like 
to paint your room?’

9. ‘My favourite colour 
is green’, I replied, 
‘but I think it’s too 
bright for the wall.’ 
OR 
‘My favourite colour 
is green,’ I replied, 
‘but I think it’s too 
bright for the wall.’

10. future
11. carefully, eagerly

12. preposition
13. myself
14. himself
15. both, and

Week 20
Practice
1. direction, revision
2. malicious, 

superstitious

Day 1
1. extension, confusion
2. infectious
3. occupy
4. brag
5. build
6. might have
7. pane
8. Susan Murphy, 

the captain of the 
football team, 
encouraged her 
teammates.

9. Claire, Susan, Kay 
and Ella have played 
on the same team 
together since they 
were six.

10. ‘Who else is 
coming?’ asked 
Mum. ‘I need to 
know.’

11. ‘Who’d have thought 
to look there!’ cried 
Li in surprise.

12. the
13. cat, fire, room
14. a phrase
15. when

Day 2
1. attention, impression
2. cautious
3. leisure
4. attract
5. dis
6. antidote
7. beech
8. destroyed, destroying
9. factory’s
10. past
11. heavily
12. preposition
13. itself
14. themselves
15. neither, nor

Day 3
1. corrosion, infusion
2. nutritious
3. rhyme
4. surprise

5. moon
6. must have
7. import
8. My aunt, who is only 

ten years older than 
me, lives in Japan.

9. Jim Carrey is a 
Canadian actor.

10. As the opposition 
scored, Dad cried, 
‘Oh no!’

11. ‘That dog’s taken my 
sausages!’ shouted 
Dad angrily.

12. the
13. man, checkout, 

contents, basket
14. a phrase
15. but

Day 4
1. exclusion, collision
2. spacious
3. shoulder
4. take
5. un
6. girder
7. waste
8. occupied, occupying
9. Dolly’s
10. Cher’s, Dolly’s
11. wisest
12. very
13. captain, river
14. the infinitive of a verb
15. adult, child

Day 5
1. translation, division
2. gracious
3. occur
4. ignore
5. gift
6. charcoal
7. colander
8. Peter, Ian, Bill and 

Katie were not in 
school today.

9. ‘Were they all sick?’ I 
asked.

10. past
11. accidently, quickly
12. preposition
13. yourself
14. himself
15. both, and

Week 21
Practice
1. (a) !, !, exclamation

(b) ?, question

(c) . command
(d) . statement

Day 1
1. question
2. . ?
3. opportunity
4. referee
5. children, geese
6. male
7. begged, begging
8. Rita
9. Rita sat down, 

coughed and quietly 
said, ‘So who will 
help me?’

10. how many
11. Therefore
12. attack
13. relief
14. pronoun
15. extremely

Day 2
1. question
2. ! ?
3. private
4. seldom
5. persuasion, 

extinction
6. pour
7. weak
8. Pat’s
9. Sean’s, Pat’s
10. to relax
11. most famous
12. I
13. that
14. a
15. visitor

Day 3
1. statement
2. ? .
3. hinderance
4. litter
5. people, mice
6. week
7. dropped, dropping
8. the man
9. Mr Jones raised his 

hand, smiled and 
asked, ‘How can I 
help?’

10. much
11. Consequently
12. 2 (foundered, stole)
13. army
14. pronoun
15. very
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Day 4
1. statement
2. ? .
3. contract
4. worthless
5. decision, eruption
6. poor
7. yolk
8. Jane’s
9. Peter’s, Jane’s
10. those
11. most popular
12. The
13. me
14. To tackle, to be
15. people, children, 

adults

Day 5
1. exclamation
2. . .
3. identify
4. enemy
5. circles, deer
6. wear, where
7. clapped, clapping
8. Mum
9. I came out of my 

room, smiled at 
Mum and said 
reassuringly, ‘She’s 
OK. Dad took her to 
the groomer.’

10. how much
11. However
12. pronoun
13. that
14. to buy, to watch
15. really

Week 22
Practice
1. (a)  cat got your 

tongue
(b) once in a blue 

moon
2. (a)  You are being 

very quiet.
(b) Every now and 

then

Day 1
1. blessing in disguise
2. A bad thing turned 

out to be a good 
thing.

3. aggressive
4. safe
5. women, lice
6. sow
7. dragged, dragging

8. ‘How far away is the 
sun?’ asked Dan. ‘I 
want to know.’

9. Looking at him, Mum 
replied, ‘Very, very, 
very far away!’

10. longest
11. longer
12. but
13. has been determined
14. its
15. amazon

Day 2
1. raining cats and 

dogs
2. It has rained a lot.
3. attached
4. wealth
5. explosive, 

investigative
6. coarse
7. traitor
8. Laura’s
9. Rick’s, Laura’s
10. command
11. quickly
12. introduced, were, 

spread
13. not only, but also
14. a conjunction
15. diseases

Day 3
1. butterflies in my 

stomach
2. The person felt 

nervous.
3. freedom
4. buy
5. teeth, children
6. leek
7. stopped, stopping
8. After reading the 

story of Romulus 
and Remus, Mr Price 
asked, ‘Do you think 
it’s fact or fiction?’

9. A child shot up, 
waved his hand in 
the air and cried, 
‘Sir, Sir I know the 
answer!’

10. Roman
11. Although
12. Rome
13. vast
14. still
15. in

Day 4
1. hit the hay
2. Jenny went to bed.

3. disastrous
4. abstract
5. comprehensive, 

exhaustive
6. tide
7. spanner
8. Henry’s
9. George’s, Harry’s
10. exclamation
11. you, yourself
12. Not only, but also
13. picked, aimed
14. child
15. across

Day 5
1. down-to-earth
2. The actress is 

relatable.
3. government
4. error
5. formulae, feet
6. route
7. hugged, hugging
8. ‘Will we be able to 

sail this afternoon?’ 
Alan asked. ‘It looks a 
bit rough to me.’

9. Alan enjoyed many 
sports: tennis, indoor 
cricket, badminton, 
basketball and 
swimming.

10. that
11. For that reason
12. has been
13. from, on
14. was
15. friend

Week 23
Practice
1. Chloe, who is the 

best acrobat in the 
school, is 10 years 
old.

2. (a) who
(b) that

Day 1
1. which
2. The tiger, whose 

diet only consists 
of meat, prefers 
eating large, hooved 
mammals.

3. interfere
4. cease
5. corrosive, informative
6. missed
7. profit
8. tracksuit
9. Tom’s

10. Ben’s, Tom’s
11. Italian
12. yet
13. cousin
14. fitness
15. question

Day 2
1. who
2. Nick, who never 

does his homework, 
received poor grades 
this term.

3. explanation
4. raise
5. maladjustment, 

misadventure
6. paw
7. tomatoes, kangaroos
8. voucher
9. Tim’s, twins’
10. didn’t, couldn’t
11. The doctor gave Tim 

painkillers, bandages 
and crutches to help 
his injury.

12. For, with
13. common gender
14. the
15. play with fire

Day 3
1. that
2. Our new television, 

which cost a fortune, 
is huge.

3. secretary
4. divide
5. official, singular
6. tale
7. meddle
8. generation
9. Mum called loudly, 

‘Lunch is ready!’
10. Everyone rushed to 

the table, the one 
lovingly restored by 
Mum, and began to 
eat hungrily.

11. badly
12. its
13. before
14. Therefore
15. . statement

Day 4
1. whose
2. Their anniversary, 

which also happens 
to be my birthday, is 
on the 27 August.

3. interrupt
4. remedy

5. malfunction
6. Tale
7. fish, scissors
8. vogue
9. Abel’s, sultan’s
10. They’d, they’re
11. It’s
12. Sultans
13. Consequently
14. abstract
15. to sleep

Day 5
1. that
2. The burglar, who was 

promptly caught, 
returned the bag to 
its furious owner.

3. parliament
4. minority
5. angular, partial
6. tail
7. currant
8. aggressive
9. Gryphon, Gawbir and 

Garmen stared down 
as the troll climbed 
up the rickety, 
wooden bridge.

10. Gryphon, the largest 
goat with the biggest 
horns, knocked the 
troll back into the 
river.

11. across, to, on
12. before
13. hear
14. nothing
15. ! exclamation

Week 24
Day 1
1. relevant
2. outside
3. vicious
4. farther
5. considered, 

considering
6. vixen
7. I love the song ‘Silent 

Night’.
8. Ella and Emma, 

who are twin sisters, 
performed the song 
at the Christmas 
concert.

9. sisters’
10. to give up a difficult 

activity
11. who
12. that
13. both, and
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14. Meanwhile
15. . statement

Day 2
1. vegetable
2. authentic
3. fragrant
4. air
5. person, uncles
6. oblivious
7. Is it true that if you 

don’t exercise your 
brain it will lose 
its ability to work 
properly?

8. check-in
9. lower-case letter
10. ,
11. a
12. insect
13. carefully, safely
14. Antarctica
15. proper adjective

Day 3
1. stomach
2. aroma
3. ambition
4. led
5. frustrated, frustrating
6. vaccine
7. Eoin Colfer wrote the 

book ‘Artemis Fowl’.
8. The book, which 

has been made 
into a film, follows 
the adventures of 
Artemis Fowl.

9. The series’ main 
character is a young, 
Irish genius.

10. To cause 
embarrassment by 
saying the wrong 
thing.

11. which
12. who
13. neither, nor
14. Consequently
15. ! exclamation

Day 4
1. familiar
2. temporary
3. hereby
4. peace, piece
5. loaves, goose
6. palate
7. Despite being given 

plenty of time, why 
weren’t you able to 
finish your project?

8. earthworm

9. lower-case letter
10. .
11. the
12. nutrients
13. rapidly, always, 

quickly
14. diseases, illnesses
15. British, Spanish

Day 5
1. develop
2. feeble
3. cautious
4. passed
5. tidied, tidying
6. fortitude
7. Alan’s favourite 

television show is 
Pokemon.

8. Pokemon, which is 
an abbreviation of 
pocket monsters, 
was created by 
Satoshi Tajiri in 1996.

9. cards’
10. to be obsessed with 

an idea
11. which
12. that
13. not only, but also
14. Therefore
15. ? question

Review
1. attached
2. sturdy
3. nutritious, spacious
4. when are, when have
5. currant
6. hurried, supplied
7. decayed, decaying
8. let the cat out of the 

bag
9. At the Montreal 

Olympics, Nadia 
Comaneci, who 
was a Romanian 
gymnast, scored 
seven ‘perfect 10s’.

10. Specifically
11. However
12. whose
13. to become
14. not only, but also
15. ! exclamation

Days 17–24 Review
Day 1 Review
1. exaggerate
2. detest
3. tension, election
4. finale
5. tale

6. zebra
7. dragged, dragging
8. to give the cold 

shoulder
9. After reading the 

survey results, which 
were very favourable, 
the council decided 
that an adventure 
park would be built.

10. Therefore
11. Specifically
12. which
13. to surrender
14. . statement
15. both, and

Day 2 Review
1. frequently
2. umpire
3. gracious, fictitious
4. should’ve
5. sow
6. readily
7. cried, crying
8. sit on the fence
9. This pastry chef, 

who has worked in 
some of the best 
restaurants in the 
world, makes the 
best cakes.

10. Certainly
11. However
12. who
13. to gift
14. not only, but also
15. ? question

Day 3 Review
1. recommend
2. frequently
3. pollution, erosion
4. charade
5. check
6. voucher
7. walked, walking
8. throw in the towel
9. Tanya and Belle, 

who are twin sisters, 
are packing for their 
holiday.

10. Meanwhile
11. Finally
12. that
13. both, and
14. . command
15. to eat

Day 4 Review
1. occur
2. bravery
3. suspicious, malicious

4. didn’t, couldn’t
5. vane
6. marries, supplies
7. written, writing
8. to smell a rat
9. The indigenous 

people of New 
Zealand, who are 
known as the Maori 
people, have many 
legends.

10. . statement
11. Furthermore
12. Finally
13. who
14. to come
15. neither, nor

Days 17–24  
Assessment
1. however
2. (a) Teacher check

(b) Teacher check
3. (a) neither, nor

(b) either, or
4. (a) not only, but also

(b) not, but
(c) either, or

5. (a) divided, dividing
(b) achieved, 

achieving
(c) learnt/learned, 

learning
6. (a) drunk

(b) found
7. (a) to win

(b) to play
8. (a) celebration

(b) confusion
(c) attention

9. (a) gracious
(b) infectious
(c) spacious

10. (a) question
(b) statement
(c) command
(d) exclamation

11. nipped in the bud
12. (a)   To stop 

something from 
becoming a 
big problem by 
dealing with it 
straight away.

13. (a) that
(b) which
(c) whose
(d) who

14. whose many 
inventions helped 
shape our modern 
world

15. Sewerage and 
sanitation, which 
improved hygiene 
and prevented 
diseases from 
spreading, is an 
example of a Roman 
invention that is still 
used today.

Week 25
Practice
1. work
2. computer

Day 1
1. free time
2. sleeping under the 

canvas
3. attached
4. courage
5. misfortune, 

malnutrition
6. hour, our
7. heavily
8. Cora’s, Rachel’s
9. could’ve, didn’t
10. ‘Rachel is collecting 

the cake,’ confirmed 
Cora. 
OR 
‘Rachel is collecting 
the cake’, confirmed 
Cora.

11. were
12. a severe and testing 

experience
13. unjust
14. past
15. lightning
Day 2
1. junk food
2. convenience foods
3. accommodate
4. contract
5. financial, spectacular
6. imaginative
7. to try
8. reaction
9. decipher
10. Don stepped forward, 

knowing only he 
could save this poor 
boy from the evil 
witch, Bellamort.

11. Don took Barry’s 
wand and crossed 
it with his own, an 
inferior model, as 
they entered the 
maze.

12. to complete
13. rivals
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14. conjunction
15. most important

Day 3
1. the seasoned 

traveller
2. their son
3. accompany
4. display
5. misgiving, 

malpractice
6. bean
7. lazily
8. children’s, baby’s
9. must’ve, who’d
10. ‘Stop! Thief!’ shouted 

the shop manager.
11. suburb
12. Wombles, 

Wimbledon Common
13. prestigious
14. fiddle
15. on

Day 4
1. award-winning writer
2. book
3. apparent
4. loss
5. circular, confidential
6. instance
7. door
8. scarcely
9. imitate
10. Tina wondered 

aloud, ‘What shall 
I buy my best, 
beautiful, funny 
friend for her 
birthday?’

11. Tina had plenty of 
ideas as her friend 
loved drawing, craft, 
calligraphy, reading 
and stationery.

12. proper adjective
13. was named
14. a verb
15. During

Day 5
1. famous peaks
2. summit
3. necessary
4. wreck
5. malfunction, mistrust
6. vane
7. readily
8. hunters’
9. They’d, they’d
10. ‘We should get out 

of here’, suggested 
one hunter.

11. smallest
12. Welsh
13. present
14. murky
15. past tense

Week 26
Practice
1. (a) sixty-five

(b) one-third
2. (a) The well-

behaved puppy 
waited for its 
owner.

Day 1
1. Tony is a well 

mannered child.
2. thirty-four, fifty-two
3. pronunciation
4. definitely
5. muscular, palacial
6. instant
7. roulette
8. in the same situation
9. As she crossed the 

finish line, which 
was a large archway, 
Linda whooped for 
joy.

10. changed
11. German
12. emperor
13. past
14. Although
15. bitterness

Day 2
1. The bottle had an air 

tight seal.
2. two-thirds
3. privilege
4. expand
5. transaction 

or interaction, 
intersection

6. leaf, fish
7. beautifully
8. To celebrate Mum’s 

birthday, the family 
went for dinner at 
their local Italian 
restaurant.

9. There were four 
starters, five mains 
and four desserts to 
choose from.

10. In, between, along
11. plague
12. Europe
13. was
14. prepositions
15. past

Day 3
1. twenty-sixth
2. Our quick witted 

neighbour is funny.
3. sacrifice
4. stormy
5. enjoyment, 

judgement
6. its
7. anxiety
8. to avoid taking sides 

in an argument
9. Maya’s local 

shopping centre, 
which is only a short 
drive away, has the 
greatest variety of 
shops.

10. slavery
11. slavery
12. from
13. used, thought, 

bought, support
14. no-one
15. but

Day 4
1. Bree was a high 

spirited young girl.
2. brightly-lit
3. signature
4. guest
5. interchange, 

transcript
6. bottles, series
7. curiously
8. The Stanton Circus 

gave its last show on 
Friday.

9. The two-hour show 
had trapeze artists, 
jugglers, acrobats 
and clowns.

10. highest, tallest
11. zones
12. is, is
13. adjective
14. but
15. this

Day 5
1. four-fifths
2. The good looking 

actor took to the 
stage.

3. sincerely
4. cared-for
5. adjustment, 

encouragement
6. right
7. bandage
8. tell something which 

should be a secret

9. Julie, who is a 
champion skater, is 
my best friend.

10. The island nation
11. was established
12. there
13. region
14. Portuguese, Dutch, 

British
15. had been known

Week 27
Practice
1. antenna
2. fungi

Day 1
1. index
2. cacti
3. symbol
4. departure
5. interaction or 

transaction, 
transformation

6. hire, higher
7. disastrously, disaster
8. He was a well known 

actor.
9. Two-thirds
10. Earth is known as the 

blue planet.
11. that
12. These
13. through education 

and employment 
opportunities

14. Many
15. However

Day 2
1. datum
2. indices
3. yacht
4. rejoice
5. attachment, 

engagement
6. famous
7. fallow
8. to give up
9. one-half
10. Nick Vujicic was 

born in Melbourne, 
Australia but now 
lives in California in 
the United States.

11. has lived
12. Eventually
13. to live
14. enthusiasm
15. Nick

Day 3
1. radius
2. criteria
3. programme
4. ample
5. transmission 

or intermission, 
international or 
transnational

6. We’re, weir
7. dangerously, danger
8. She was a bad 

tempered woman.
9. sixty-five
10. The largest planet in 

our solar system is 
Jupiter.

11. who
12. invading warriors
13. an infinitive
14. 4 (Vikings, North 

America, Russia, 
Mediterranean)

15. was founded

Day 4
1. criterion
2. radii
3. category
4. captivity
5. amusement, 

development
6. loose
7. incredible
8. to be completely 

correct
9. four-fifths
10. Did you know 

that one of the 
coldest continents, 
Antarctica, has 
regions where it has 
never snowed?

11. are composed
12. unique
13. although infrequently
14. standstill
15. many

Day 5
1. formula
2. data
3. conscience
4. sufficient
5. transfusion, interlock
6. week, weak
7. foolishly, fool
8. The much needed 

holiday was enjoyed 
by all.

9. thirty-five
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10. The Rocky Mountains 

and the Andes form 
a chain of mountains 
on the west coast of 
the Americas.

11. believe
12. magician
13. to live
14. that
15. Arthur, Britain

Week 28
Practice
1. (a)  People 

with similar 
personalities, 
beliefs or 
interests 
associate with 
each other.

(b) People may be 
eavesdropping 
on your 
conversation.

Day 1
1. right
2. You shouldn’t try to 

upset people, even if 
they have upset you.

3. conscious
4. perfect
5. advertisement, 

disappointment
6. their
7. indices, scissors
8. Greg’s, Ben’s
9. The bicycle’s wheels
10. completely armed
11. civil
12. The king lost the 

seven-year war; his 
head

13. was ruled
14. an adjective
15. because

Day 2
1. holiday
2. Doing something 

different is a nice 
break.

3. existence
4. synthetic
5. supercharge, 

subconscious
6. due, dew
7. body
8. animal’s
9. ! ?
10. Specifically
11. visible, white

12. adverb
13. 3 (The, the, the)
14. pulpy
15. are

Day 3
1. words
2. You can understand 

something better 
when you see it.

3. forty
4. meagre
5. cultural, torturous
6. provided
7. radii, tooth
8. Children enjoy many 

after school activities.
9. two-thirds
10. to be defeated
11. Consequently
12. themselves
13. past
14. independently
15. Corinth, Athens, 

Sparta

Day 4
1. tree
2. A child will be similar 

to their parents.
3. individual
4. infertile
5. subculture, superglue
6. ceiling, sealing
7. soldier
8. No
9. . ?
10. tribal communities
11. the
12. nomadic
13. proper adjective
14. beautifully
15. are

Day 5
1. boils
2. Time seems to 

slow down when 
you are waiting 
for something to 
happen.

3. average
4. hinder
5. adventurous, natural
6. they’re
7. fungus, teeth
8. Sandra’s
9. Some films’ 

characters.
10. to be suspicious
11. Everyone
12. present

13. proper noun
14. basic
15. have been stripped

Week 29
Practice
1. (a) repetition

(b) interruption

Day 1
1. interruption
2. –
3. desperate
4. careful
5. subdivision, 

supergrass
6. maid, made
7. beautifully, beauty
8. silver
9. I’ve never watched 

that TV show. Is it 
any good?

10. . !
11. Trans-Siberian 

Railway, Russia, 
Moscow, Vladivostok

12. almost
13. over, with, along
14. superlative
15. an adjective

Day 2
1. interruption
2. –
3. dictionary
4. friendly
5. humorous, structural
6. might
7. galore
8. saturate
9. more than one, 

children’s
10. the older children’s 

homework
11. French
12. a, a
13. to go
14. heating the wine 

destroyed the yeast, 
did not damage the 
wine

15. raw

Day 3
1. repetition
2. –
3. embarrass
4. explain
5. superhuman, 

submerge
6. lesson, lessen
7. hungrily, hunger

8. never
9. I need to buy flour, 

eggs, dried fruit and 
sugar for the cake.

10. ! ?
11. Napoleon Bonaparte
12. French
13. vast
14. to invade
15. in

Day 4
1. repetition
2. –
3. communicate
4. entrance
5. glamorous, 

horticultural
6. morale
7. jackal
8. frieze
9. more than one, 

puppies’
10. dogs’ two puppies
11. South American
12. largest
13. live: verb, lives: noun
14. young
15. itself

Day 5
1. repetition
2. –
3. determined
4. subtract
5. superpower, subtitle
6. hoarse, horse
7. spitefully, spite
8. mind
9. I’ll buy my aunt’s 

present tomorrow. 
She needs to check 
that it’s the right size.

10. . ?
11. Houses of 

Parliament, London
12. to light
13. Under, of
14. very
15. were lit

Week 30
Practice
1. (a) have not seen

(b) will not be
(c) are not allowed

2. do not/don’t

Day 1
1. have not heard
2. is not/isn’t
3. define

4. gentle
5. agricultural, 

laborious
6. than
7. citizen
8. !
9. ?
10. ,
11. that
12. adjective
13. neither, nor
14. was discovered, was 

inscribed
15. Because

Day 2
1. had not remembered
2. did not/didn’t
3. correspond
4. separate
5. postdate or predate, 

premature
6. thyme, time
7. ox, sheep
8. repetition
9. Ingredients include 

dried fruit, nuts and 
seeds, wheat, bran 
and oat flakes.

10. ‘Heat the honey and 
butter first,’ instructed 
Mum. 
OR 
‘Heat the honey 
and butter first’, 
instructed Mum.

11. that
12. major
13. Not only, but also
14. past tense
15. of, by, in, of

Day 3
1. would not tell
2. did not/didn’t
3. criticise
4. abundant
5. cautious
6. personnel
7. to hear
8. ?
9. !
10. .
11. are
12. strong
13. both, and
14. to be
15. most recent

Day 4
1. could not find
2. had not/hadn’t
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3. profession
4. doubtful
5. precaution, 

postgraduate
6. dessert, desert
7. gases, offspring
8. interruption
9. At the end of World 

War II, women who 
had been working 
in jobs traditionally 
done by men, had to 
give up their work.

10. ‘Why weren’t women 
paid equally?’ 
enquired the child.

11. Mao Zedong, 
Communist Party

12. When
13. Chairman
14. quickly
15. cruel

Day 5
1. was not listening
2. was not/wasn’t
3. convenience
4. fake
5. ambitious, atrocious
6. interior
7. jewel
8. !
9. !
10. ,
11. nobody
12. faith
13. fear
14. immediately
15. Many

Week 31
Practice
1. (a) playful, adjective

(b) enjoyment, noun
(c) sleepily, adverb

2. cost-costly
Day 1
1. adjectives
2. Spain-Spanish
3. equipment
4. enlarge
5. prehistory, 

postmortem
6. criterion, stimuli
7. sew, so, sow
8. gratefully, gratitude 

or gratefulness

9. One of the most 
successful kings in 
Europe in the first 
century AD was 
Charlemagne, King 
of the Franks.

10. I read about him in 
my book ‘History of 
Europe’.

11. British
12. After
13. to reach, to find
14. did not return
15. a wet blanket

Day 2
1. verbs
2. eat-eaten
3. immediate
4. definite
5. infectious, 

pretentious
6. intensity
7. permanent
8. hostel
9. Jai spoke excitedly, 

‘Who’s turn is it 
next?’

10. Jai’s
11. ,
12. Russia
13. the
14. common gender
15. family

Day 3
1. adjectives
2. memory-memorial
3. prejudice
4. complete
5. posthaste, prejudge
6. radii, analyses
7. would, wood
8. adverb: humbly, 

noun: humility
9. Although the United 

Kingdom is densely 
populated, it does 
have many country 
areas.

10. ‘There are beautiful 
mountains and lakes 
in Ireland,’ observed 
the tourist. 
OR 
‘There are beautiful 
mountains and lakes 
in Ireland’, observed 
the tourist.

11. that
12. king’s
13. few
14. had not remained

15. to give the cold 
shoulder

Day 4
1. adverbs
2. friend-friendly
3. sincere
4. dubious
5. malicious, nutritious
6. oblige
7. exterior
8. kiln
9. .
10. ,
11. .
12. He, Caligula
13. the
14. To perform, to make
15. on

Day 5
1. adjectives
2. Iceland-Icelandic
3. beauty
4. embarrass
5. premeditate, 

postscript
6. governments, salmon
7. war, wore
8. desperately, 

desperation
9. The 72 year reign of 

Louis XIV of France 
began in the second 
half of the 17th 
century.

10. ‘Did you know that 
France became 
a very powerful 
European country?’ 
explained the 
historian.

11. Japanese
12. emperor
13. did not hesitate
14. fleet
15. out of sorts

Week 32

Day 1
1. achieve
2. harsh
3. nouns
4. aloud
5. nation
6. larva, vertices
7. respire
8. B. The instrument 

was small and had 
not been used. 
A. The instrument had 
hardly been used.

9. interruption

10. ‘I’m so excited!’ said 
Alice. ‘When does 
the party start?’

11. sticky liquid
12. do not/don’t
13. an
14. very
15. play

Day 2
1. popular
2. strong
3. conscientious, 

vivacious
4. they’re
5. discomfort
6. sun
7. applaud
8. Anna is the best-

known player in the 
team.

9. twenty-two
10. ,
11. ensure
12. to realise
13. had been exploring
14. of, on, of, from
15. which

Day 3
1. available
2. shy
3. adjectives
4. advice
5. liberty
6. bacteria, fungus
7. effigy
8. B. The baby was ill 

and clothed. 
A. The baby was 
badly clothed but 
not ill.

9. repetition
10. ‘Alright children’, 

said their mother, 
‘let’s go to the park.’ 
OR 
‘Alright children,’ 
said their mother, 
‘let’s go to the park.’

11. protective layer
12. furiously, gleefully
13. on, off
14. extremely
15. ends well

Day 4
1. usually
2. proud
3. suspicious, fictitious
4. there
5. meditate
6. star

7. reassure
8. Bill prefers free-range 

eggs.
9. old-fashioned
10. .
11. emblem
12. to study, to be
13. has not/hasn’t
14. at, in
15. that

Day 5
1. recognise
2. instruction
3. adverbs
4. bow
5. bitumen
6. crises, diagnosis
7. safari
8. B. The grant was a 

small amount of 
money. 
A. Only small 
businesses are 
entitled to these 
grants.

9. repetition
10. ‘Come on, Mum!’ I 

called. ‘The shop will 
be closed if we don’t 
hurry up!’ 
OR 
‘Come on Mum,’ I 
called. ‘The shop will 
be closed if we don’t 
hurry up!’

11. dairy products
12. briefly, urgently
13. a, an, an, a
14. very
15. cooks
Review
1. immediate
2. adequate
3. generation
4. adverbs
5. fungi, cactus
6. hoarse, horse
7. B. The recipe for the 

cake was small. 
A. The recipe was for 
small cakes.

8. two-fifths
9. interruption
10. basket
11. don’t make 

everything depend 
on one thing

12. did not stray
13. were not/weren’t
14. lethal
15. onlookers
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Weeks 25–32 
Review
Review Day 1
1. necessary
2. flawed
3. disastrously, disaster
4. study-studious
5. formula, antennae
6. right
7. The world famous 

athlete took to the 
field.

8. thirty-five
9. you– you
10. cake
11. an easy task
12. had not been seen
13. destructive force of 

nature
14. assistance
15. had not

Review Day 2
1. average
2. artificial
3. appeal
4. nouns
5. radii, bacteria
6. Check, cheque
7. (a) John had poor 

manners.
 (b) John had good 

manners and 
was unwell.

8. forty-second
9. repetition
10. sword
11. putting ideas in 

writing can achieve 
more than fighting 
about them

12. conquered
13. did not
14. had not achieved
15. confessed to using 

performance-
enhancing drugs

Review Day 3
1. privilege
2. ferocious
3. certainly, certainty
4. mass-massive
5. analysis, diagnoses
6. their
7. Mum used ready 

made pastry for her 
pies.

8. twenty-five
9. for-‘ ‘A
10. play

11. people will 
misbehave when 
there is no one in 
charge

12. classify
13. was not used
14. kingdoms
15. do not

Review Day 4
1. category
2. humiliate
3. deficient
4. verbs
5. criteria
6. wore, war
7. (a) The ice cream 

at the restaurant 
has no sugar.

 (b) The restaurant 
had sugar and 
free ice cream.

8. highly-respected
9. repetition
10. island
11. everyone should 

have someone to rely 
on

12. festival
13. revellers
14. do not take
15. are not

Weeks 25–32  
Assessment
1. cacophony
2. medical practitioners
3. (a) three-quarters

(b) seventy-fifth
(c) thirty-one

4. (a) The chef’s 
world famous 
recipes were 
both unique and 
delicious.

5. (a)  A. I saw a man-
eating shark at 
the beach.

   B. I saw a man 
eating shark at 
the beach.

(b) C. I don’t trust 
her; she is a two-
faced person.

 D. I don’t trust 
her; she is a two 
faced person.

6. (a) fungi
(b) criteria
(c) emphases

7. (a) phenomenon
(b) bacterium
(c) index

8. race
9. Taking your time and 

being consistent can 
be more beneficial 
than doing things 
quickly.

10. (a) repetition
(b) interruption

11. must not
12. are not/aren’t
13. (a)  mountainous, 

courageous, 
famous

(b) adjectives
14. memory-memorial
15. (a) adverbs
 (b) adjectives


